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Preface

The Vedas are widely acknowledged as the oldest books in the library of humans. They are 
essentially a set of ‘Operational manuals’ provided by the Almighty to help human beings 
lead their daily lives. They cover diverse topics including Spirituality, Mathematics, Material 
Science, Economics, Political Science, Sociology and many more. 

The Vedas declare God to be One and Formless. Similar to air, it is this basic characteristic 
of the Almighty that facilitates His presence everywhere in each minute particle, in turn 
ensuring that He delivers justice to all living beings. 

Today, we face a paradoxical situation. While the number of temples, churches and mosques 
has increased manifold, bloodshed in the name of religion has grown exponentially. Another 
simultaneous trend is that the younger generation is disoriented with various religions, and is 
turning atheist.We believe that true knowledge of the Vedas can help youngsters experience 
spirituality with scientific rigor, which is the need of the hour.

The Vedas are truly universal and secular. Interestingly, they do not even contain the name of 
any religion of the world as we know them today – Hinduism, Christianity, Islam, Jainism, 
Buddhism, Judaism etc., simply because none of these terms existed at the beginning of 
mankind. The Vedas only prescribe how humans can lead a healthy life in harmony with 
the environment and the animals around them. The various themes promoted by Vedas are 
egalitarian, empowering and liberating. They form the basis, as much of inner peace in every 
individual as they do of peace in a family, society, nation and the entire world.

It is unfortunate that the Vedas have been misinterpreted over the last few hundred years 
which led to many false beliefs. The Arya Samaj, started as a social movement by Maharshi 
Dayanand Saraswati in 1875, gave a clarion call – ‘Back to Vedas’, focussing global attention 
towards the Vedic knowledge and culture. 

‘Fostering Vedic Values’ is a series of 10 books (for Classes I – X) with 12-16 chapters 
in each. Almost half the chapters focus on ensuring that the children are able to obtain 
a reasonably good understanding of the key spiritual principles as highlighted in Vedas. 
The remaining chapters are focussed towards imbibing the spirit of patriotism, compassion 
towards all living beings including animals, social service and other human values. Through 
these, we envision children to develop as responsible citizens, who contribute to the world 
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as a family, but in the face of a national threat, are also ardent patriots. We hope to see 
them evolve into empowered individuals who can overcome the challenges of life through 
spiritual strength and lead themselves, their families and societies to peace and happiness.

Many of the chapters are set up as a conversation between a child and the grandparent or 
a relative. This is to strongly emphasize our ancient culture wherein children spent a lot of 
time with grandparents and other relatives, learning from their life experiences. Also, rather 
than grandpa / grandma / uncle / aunt, we have used equivalent words in various other 
Indian languages so as to make children appreciate the diversity that co-exists in this great 
civilization. 

Many intellectuals have voluntarily contributed towards this book. We are grateful to, Arya 
Samaj Greater Houston, US for conceptually reviewing the book. The teachers at D.A.V. 
Group of Schools, Chennai have read through many versions of the book with immense 
thoughtfulness proposing relevant changes from a child’s perspective.  

The core content of the book originates from the Vedas. We owe it to the tradition of Rishis 
who passed on the Vedic knowledge since ages. Therefore, there is no copyright on the 
content of this book. One can seek permission and print all or only certain chapters of the 
book. However, no unauthorized modification is permitted in any chapter. 

This is the fourth version of the book and have contain not only omissions, but also areas 
of improvement. We request the reader to excuse us for the omissions, but please do bring 
to our notice any feedback for correction and improvement in subsequent versions. We will 
remain grateful to you for your support and feedback.

Lastly, before signing off, we would like to express our profound gratitude to the God 
Almighty for His blessings, guidance and encouragement in this small endeavour.

VIKAS ARYA

Chief Editor        Chennai | May 2022
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1       Evaluating  
      Religious Rituals – 2

Expected learning outcome                                                                                                                                   
Students understand the concept of ‘Simplicity’ and 

‘Conflict of Interest’, when evaluating various rituals

Nani (grandmother in Hindi) was giving a 4-step framework to Agasti to evaluate all religious 
beliefs and rituals. The first two were: ‘Universal Applicability’ and ‘Equality between people.’ 
Agasti was keen to learn further...

Nani – Agasti, the third litmus test is ‘Simplicity,’ i.e. whether the religious practice being 
followed is simple or not. Praying to the Almighty should be as simple as approaching 
our parents. You do not need an appointment with them. They are easily accessible. The 
Almighty would never specify anything complicated for us humans. 

Agasti – Can you give me an example?

Nani – Many of the rituals require elaborate arrangements. You need many different 
ingredients, and the devotee ends up spending quite a bit of money. It requires substantial time 
wherein one just sits and mechanically does something as directed without understanding 
the meaning. This is possibly not the optimal approach.

Agasti – Yes. I do find these rituals very complicated and boring as well.

Nani – The challenge is that we do not cultivate a relationship with God. We necessarily 
depend on someone to help us perform various rituals. Remember, the priest can be 
considered as someone who guides the thirsty horse to the water source but it is the horse’s 
responsibility to drink the water. Priests can essentially be teachers who can help us learn 
various scriptures along with their meaning and right interpretation. However, no matter 
how much guidance we may get from them, realising God is a personal experience that one 
must go through at his own pace. It depends on ones dedication and maturity. 
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While we spend almost 20 years of our lives to study various subjects like Science,  
mathematics, etc. right from kindergarten up to the Post Graduate level, we hardly invest 
any time to seriously examine the Almighty. We falsely believe that this is not something 
meant for us, at least till we reach our old age. We do not realize that our relationship with 
the Almighty is indeed the most important and the only true relationship for us and it begins 
the moment we step into this world. We need to necessarily make efforts to understand 
various Vedic scriptures and mantras along with their meaning. Once we understand the 
conceptual framework, we will truly start appreciating our relationship with the Almighty.

Agasti – Is the relationship with the Almighty more important than that with our parents?

Nani – Yes, philosophically, this is the truth. Your relationship with your biological parents is 
somewhat temporary. One day this relationship will definitely cease to exist. However, your 
soul’s relationship with God is permanent. The Almighty will be with you across multiple 
births.

Nani – The fourth litmus test is to gauge whether there is a ‘Conflict of Interest’ in the 
prescribed religious practice or ritual.

Agasti – What does that mean nani?

Nani – Unfortunately, this world is highly commercialized. People are chasing money as 
their sole purpose in life. Many of our religious leaders have also joined this rat race. Many 
of our religious rituals involve necessarily paying a large sum of money in cash or by way of 
articles, valuables etc. Here there is an apparent conflict of interest.

For example, there is this ritual called,‘Shraadh’ which is often performed to pay homage to 
one’s ‘ancestors’ (grandparents, parents) who are no more. This involves fair bit of financial 
expense. 

The word ‘Shraadh’ emanates from the Sanskrit word ‘Shraddha’ (श्रद्धा), which means to have 
respect. It is logical to advocate that people should serve their ‘living’elders with immense 
respect and dedication. But performing elaborate ceremonies after they are no more and 
spending huge amounts of money, may not be required. 

The best way to pay respect to our aging elders is by spending quality time with them, taking 
care of their needs and not hurting them by using harsh words. What’s the point of hurting 
someone when they are alive and trying to perform rituals for them after their demise? 

Agasti – I agree, nani.
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Nani – Our relationship with the Almighty 
should be built on a foundation of deep 
respect and love. We should respect Him 
for all that He has given us. It is not that 
He does not punish us. He will do so if we 
perform wrong deeds. It is very similar to 
our relationship with our parents. It is love 
based, though there are times when they 
will punish us as well.

Nani – We all like to be logical. We want to 
believe only if there is concrete evidence. But as far as our religious beliefs are concerned, we 
refuse to take a step back and think. We believe it is a matter of faith and we should follow 
what has been prescribed. Questioning is not encouraged.

Agasti – So should we not have faith in anything?

Nani – Agasti, you should have faith. But, you should definitely take a step back and broadly 
evaluate the path you are treading before deeply believing in it. Blind faith can be dangerous.

Indeed, let me tell you about an incident that happened in India in 1995. You should also 
check it with your parents.

On September 21, 1995, a worshipper at a temple in New Delhi made an offering of milk to 
an idol of Ganesha. When a spoonful of milk from the bowl was held up to the trunk of the 
statue, the liquid was seen to disappear, apparently taken in by the idol. Word of the event 
spread quickly, and by noon it was found that statues of Ganesha in temples all over India were 
taking in milk. The news further spread beyond India, 
and many people across the world started claiming that 
Ganesha was indeed taking in the milk. The scientific 
community soon stepped in to study the marvel. They 
wondered how it was possible that an idol made of stone 
could start drinking milk. They immediately offered a 
logical explanation. The phenomenon was happening 
due to capillary action – the surface tension of the milk 
was pulling the liquid up and out of the spoon before 
gravity caused it to run down the front of the statue.
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Agasti (laughing): So much milk must have been wasted that day, isn’t it? Thank God, there 
was no Whatsapp during those days. The news would have otherwise spread even faster, 
resulting in further waste of milk. 

Nani – Oh! Absolutely. Lakhs of litres of milk just flowed into the drains. It was blind faith 
in the name of religion.

Agasti – So it is clear that, we need to put on our thinking caps to evaluate religious practices 

and rituals.

Let’s discuss

1. List a few rituals you have seen your parents do. Discuss your understanding of 
them in detail. 

2. List the next two tests under the four-step framework to evaluate every religious 
belief or ritual.

3. What kind of relationship do we have with God? How important is it to realise the 
same?

4. What does the word ‘Shraadh’ mean? Why does one perform it?
5. What is the true way by which we can show our love towards our parents?

Let’s do these exercises

a. Tick the correct answers:
1. The relationship with our parents is (permanent / temporary) whereas with the 

Almighty it is (permanent / temporary).
2. Our relationship with God should be (fear-based / love-based).
3. Today people are chasing (money / spirituality) as the sole purpose in life.
4. God (will / will not) punish us for our wrong deeds.

b. Fill in the blanks:

1. You should have        in your religion but, you should take a step 
back and        before deeply believing in it.

2. Praying to the Almighty should be        .
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3. If we look inwards, with        and        , we 
will soon realise our unadulterated relation with God.

4. Paying a large sum of money in cash or by way of articles, valuables etc. for any 
religious act is a clear case of___________________.

5. Our relationship with the Almighty should be built on the foundation 
of___________________ and___________________.

c. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false:

1. The word Shraadh emanates from the Sanskrit word Shraddha.
2. In matters related to faith, we should follow what has been prescribed by our 

ancestors, without raising questions.
3. The relationship of the soul with God is permanent.

Let’s have fun

Paste the picture of your mother and father in the given boxes. Write a message for each, 
showing your love and affection towards them.

 

 

MOTHER 

FATHER 
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2 Beliefs – 2

Expected learning outcome
Students know the importance of understanding  

the rationale behind beliefs

In their previous class, the students had an interesting conversation with the teacher on various 
beliefs in society – not cutting hair or nails on particular days of the week, black cats crossing the 
path, certain numbers being lucky. Children had many more questions….

Rohit – Ma’am, I recently overheard my grandfather fixing the marriage date for my uncle. 
He was very particular about it being on certain auspicious dates. Is there any logic behind 
this?

Teacher – Rohit, this is a very tricky topic. There are indeed many beliefs around holding 
functions including marriages on specific dates. But, I must add that different cultures have 
different ways of determining auspicious dates. These cultures - Hindu, Chinese, Catholic, 
Scottish, Irish, English, Ancient Roman, Moroccan culture, etc., both favour and avoid 
particular months and dates for functions.

Rohit – This is interesting. So there is no uniformity on this front between different cultures?

Teacher – No. For instance, some cultures deem January 1st to be very auspicious as it is  
the start of the new calendar year; a few others consider Dec 31st as very auspicious since it 
is the last day of the year!

Teacher – Now, clearly, given that different cultures around the world consider different 
days as auspicious, it does create a doubt as to what is the truth. Every belief cannot be true, 
since the Almighty will not distinguish auspicious or inauspicious days, between people 
with different religious beliefs. Also, there are some people who believe that all days are 
equal, as each day is designed by the Almighty. They indeed schedule functions on so called 
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‘inauspicious’ days so that they are able to get various services – marriage halls, caterers, 
decorators etc. at cheaper rates, due to comparatively lower demand on those days. 

Teacher – Thus, there is great uncertainty on this front. You will need to decide for yourself 
and arrive at a conclusion.

Teacher – Travel is yet another aspect wherein people have different kinds of beliefs. Once 
again there is no uniformity. Many believe that they should never start traveling on Friday. 
But then there are so many people around the world who travel on Fridays for a short 
weekend break. It is generally difficult to get train or flight tickets on Fridays. 

Mukesh – Also, my uncle, never concludes his journey on a Tuesday. He will plan his 
trip such that he does not return to the city on a Tuesday. Also, he believes that it is not 
considered good, when someone who goes on a journey return for something that he/she 
has forgotten.

Shekar – Ma’am, I have another question. My mother sometimes breaks a coconut just in 
front of our house. She says that it is for my well-being. Is this logical?

Teacher – What eventually happens to the coconut after she breaks it?

Shekar – It rots out there and is finally thrown in the dustbin.  Rag pickers also do not 
collect them fearing consumption of such coconuts could lead to ill-health.

Rohit – Ma’am, but I know of an old uncle who is my neighbour. He often picks up these 
coconuts from the road and uses it to make delicious chutney. He says that he has been 
picking up such coconuts for the past 30 years! He feels that he can avoid these coconuts from 
being thrown into the dustbin. He donates the money he saves from these ‘free’ coconuts to 
buy fruits for children in a nearby orphanage.

Teacher – It is indeed a very different perspective!

Shekar – Ma’am, is there any specific reason why 
only coconuts are broken after the pooja?

Teacher – A coconut is considered a pure thing that 
can be offered.  The water and the white kernel inside 
the coconut are unadulterated, as it is covered by 
the hard outer shell. Also, the breaking of coconut 
apparently symbolizes the breaking of our ego. It 
also symbolizes the overcoming of obstacles. 
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Mukesh – Ma’am, I have also seen coconut being offered in Agnihotra. 

Teacher – Yes, that’s right. Some people do so as its essence spreads in the atmosphere in 
gaseous form and is beneficial for all living beings when they inhale the purified air. 

Sohin – Ma’am, is there an auspicious time during the day to begin a specific activity?

Teacher – Once again, people across the world have different beliefs with no uniformity. 
However, some believe that all times of the day are good, as it is created by the Almighty. 

But almost all cultures do consider early mornings to be better. This is also true scientifically. 
Studying in the morning is the best as the fresh mind can absorb better than a tired one. 
Our brain is programmed in such a way that when we wake up in the morning our stress 
level is at its least compared to the rest of the day. Also, the pollution level is the least in 
the morning; the percentage of ozone is the highest in this time span (i.e. – early morning) 
which is considered good for our health. 

Teacher – To conclude, my dear students, closely observe various rituals and beliefs that we 
follow. Do discuss the rationale with your parents. I am sure some of them have a compelling 
logic and you should always follow them in your lives. However, always be ready to accept 
the truth and renounce the untruth.

Think and answer

1. What do you think is the best part of the day to begin your activities? Justify
2. Shruthi considers breaking Coconuts/Pumpkins on the roads a risk to other people, 

but her grandmother insists on performing the ritual. Help Shruthi to put across 
her case to her grandma. 

3. You have to report at the Airport at 10 a.m, to take a flight. If you leave home at 
8 a.m, you will reach the airport on time and will also not waste time waiting at 
the airport. But your Grandfather insists that you leave home before 7 a.m or after  
9 p.m as he feels the time is not auspicious between 7 a.m and 9 p.m What would 
be your stance on this? Justify.
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Karma – 3

Expected learning outcome
Students understand how the Almighty renders justice

 

Pitamaha (grandfather in Sanskrit) was explaining to Akash the theory around Karma – 
Result (Award), Consequence and Effect of Actions. God is Just. He gives results of our Actions 
and also compensates for any injustice meted out to us in our everyday lives. Akash had a few 
more questions….

Akash – How exactly does God give the result of our Actions? 

Pitamaha – Our Actions keep getting accumulated. The result is given in three different 
ways – (i) Species (जधाति); (ii) Age (आयु); (iii) Prosperity (भोग). The result of actions is 
also loosely referred to as ‘Fate’ in everyday parlance (Prarabdh | प्धारब््ध).

Akash – What does species mean?

Pitamaha – We all constantly go through the cycle of birth and death. There are innumerable 
species (living beings) that we see around us. Modern scientists have broadly estimated the 
number as 87 lakhs (8.7 million), though we still are unable to determine the exact number 
of species. The human species is just one amongst them. Now, based on Karma, the Almighty 
decides as to which species the soul should take birth into. 

Pitamaha – Which is the best species of all?

Akash – We, human beings!

Pitamaha – Why do you say so?

Akash – We, human beings are the most powerful. We can think and make decisions. We 
can act independently. We can accumulate many comforts in life, unlike other creatures.

3
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Pitamaha – Absolutely true! The Almighty has given us this birth as human because of our 
past good deeds. We should indeed be thankful for this.

Akash – So, this implies that if we commit evil deeds, then we will be born as other species- 
dog, cat, hen, goat, pig, mosquito etc. 

Pitamaha – Yes Akash. As per Vedas, this is the truth. Based on our Actions, the Almighty 
decides the species that we are born as. 

Akash – The second aspect you mentioned is age. So, is our longevity determined by the 
Almighty as result of our Actions?

Pitamaha – You need to understand this carefully. The longevity of a species is based on  
the body system provided by the Almighty. For instance, a tortoise lives for 150-200 years; 
humans typically live for 80-100 years; cows live for 18-20 years.

Pitamaha – Now, considering that we are born as humans, we generally live between 80 – 100 
years, though some of us may die earlier, or may also live beyond 100! One’s life span generally 
depends on how healthy his / her genes are. We find that some children have physical defects 
from birth, not enabling them to lead a healthy life. Some children have a flexible body, 
while others have a tendency to put on a lot of weight, thus leading to a comparatively lower 
longevity (आयु:). Remember, that it also depends a lot on how we maintain our health,  post 
birth. For instance, if a perfectly healthy person starts to have too much of junk food and does 
not exercise, he is likely to fall ill frequently and his life span may decrease. Over here, it is a 
direct consequence of his actions, rather than Almighty’s reward.

Akash – I understand. What is the third aspect – Prosperity (भोग)?

Pitamaha – Two children are born on the same day at exactly the same time. One child is 
born to very pious, spiritual parents who are engaged in good deeds. The other child is born 
to parents who are rude, use foul language and indulge in evil deeds. One is born to middle 
class parents and has basic comforts of life; the other is born to extremely poor parents who 
are unable to provide even two square meals a day. Thus, there is a clear difference in the 
level of prosperity between the two, just-born children.

Pitamaha – Also, note that the Result or Award of an action is modified based on 
(i) Motive or Intent behind an action and (ii) Actual consequence of the action. We shall try 
to understand this with the help of examples:

• When a soldier kills an enemy, he is rewarded by the nation. Here both the intent 
and the consequence of the act are favourable.
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• When a terrorist kills a citizen, he is punished under the law. Here, both the intent 
and consequence of the act are evil.

• The doctor mistakenly gives a wrong medicine due to which a patient dies. In this 
case, his intent is good, that is to save the patient. However, due to unintentional 
ignorance, the consequence of his action which leads to the death, is unfavourable. 
Herein, the Almighty will punish him comparatively to a lesser extent.

• A doctor completely ignores the patient, due to non- receipt of his professional fees 
and the patient dies. The doctor will be liable for a much harsher punishment since 
both the motive and the consequence of the action are unpleasant in nature.

• X (a donor) gives Rs. 20,000/- as donation to an orphanage. Due to jealousy, Y (another 
donor) decides to give a donation of Rs. 30,000/- to prove his supremacy. Herein, the 
motive of Y is unpleasant though the consequence of this action, i.e. donation of money 
for a cause is good for the public.  

Akash – It is quite fascinating to know how the Almighty renders justice. I have another question. 
So, let us assume that a child is born in an extremely poor family, which is the result of his past 
actions. In this case, why should we help the child? 
Are we not interfering in the Almighty’s process of 
administering justice?

Pitamaha – An interesting observation indeed! 
However, the Almighty has directed us to still go 
ahead and help the poor child. Doing so will enable 
us to accumulate good Karma providing us a sense 
of satisfaction and happiness . 

The whole topic of Action-Award is very vast and 
complex. We are like frogs in a well. Our perspective 
about Karma-Result is limited only to our lifetime. 
We are unable to comprehend beyond that. Indeed, 
there are many other aspects in this universe, which 
we have not been able to fully understand. We still 
do not know how large this universe is? It still takes us several  years to reach the nearest 
planets. The distance between the Earth and Sun alone is estimated at 150 million km (15~ 
crore kilometers). With our relatively lesser intellect, we can only understand the main issues 
as discussed above. 
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If a human being, having understood these broad principles, does noble acts and stays away 
from evil deeds, he will be able to lead a satisfying life. The Almighty, who is both just and 

compassionate will reward us accordingly.

Let’s talk about these 

1.  Human beings are blessed with a life span of 80-100 years. But the quality of life 
decides our life span. Justify.

2.  Our actions are accumulated in three different ways. What are they? Explain.
3.  What should we do to live a satisfied life?
4.  What is Fate (Prarabdh)?
5.  Say if the intent and consequence of the actions given below are favourable or evil.

a.  Helping your friend to copy in the exam.
b.  Compelling a vegetarian friend to eat non-vegetarian food.
c.  Punishing your brother for harming an animal.

Let’s do these exercises

a. Fill in the blanks:

1.  _________________,_______________and_________________are the three 
different ways by which God gives us the Result of our Actions.

2.  According to the Vedas, our __________________ decide the form of our birth.
3.  The result of an action is modified based on____________________

and_____________________.

b. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false:

1.  The level of prosperity is different between individuals.
2.  Human beings are not special when compared to other species.
3.  We should thank God for what he has given us.
4.  The life span of a particular species is based on its physical structure.
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swami  
 shraddhanand – 1

Expected learning outcome
Students draw inspiration from the life of Swami 

Shraddhanand - a Vedic scholar, social reformer and a true 
patriot

It was December 23rd—the birthday of Surabi’s aajoba (grandfather in Marathi). It was a 
festive atmosphere with many relatives coming home to meet Aajoba and seeking his blessings. It 
was wonderful.

Surabi – Aajoba, you are 91 today. How does it feel, looking 
back at your journey?

Aajoba – I am happy to see so many members of my extended 
family. However, on every birthday I also feel quite sad.

Surabi – Why aajoba?

Aajoba – I was born on December 23rd, 1926 which was 
indeed a sad day for India. It was on this fateful day that a 
great reformer, patriot, educationist and a true Vedic scholar 
was assassinated. December 23rd is since then remembered as 
‘Swami Shraddhanand Balidaan diwas’.

Surabi – Who was Swami Shraddhanand? Will you tell me more about him Aajoba?

Aajoba – He was born on February 22, 1856, in Jalandhar district. He was named Munshiram. 
His father was a top ranking police officer, who worked for the British.

Munshiram was a pampered child and unfortunately became a spoilt youth, who was heavily 
into drinking and gambling. After coming across unjust practices like casteism being openly 
practised in temples, he became an atheist. Also, an unruly lifestyle isolated him from his 
friends and family.

4
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Those were the days when Maharshi Dayanand Saraswati was reforming the country by 
educating people about the true knowledge in the Vedas, through the Arya Samaj movement. 
He challenged traditionalists who were steeped in rituals and superstitions, to intellectual 
discourses on the Vedas. Dayanand Saraswati was scheduled to visit Bareilly to give a series 
of lectures. Munshiram’s father was handling security arrangements because a few British 
officers were also expected to attend the event. Munshiram’s father felt that Maharshi 
Dayanand Saraswati could probably influence his son positively. He asked Munshiram 
to attend the lectures. Munshiram unwillingly went there to satisfy his pestering father. 
However, he found the lecture quite logical and sensible on the first day. He was strongly 
influenced by Dayanand’s courage, skill, and strong personality. From the next day onwards, 
he, voluntarily started coming for the daily lectures. He had detailed discussions with Swamiji 
about God.

But, on the last day, he told Swamiji, that while he could not find fault in his arguments, he 
still could not get himself to believe in God. Swamiji smiled and answered,

“Look, you asked questions, I gave answers that were a matter of logic. When did I promise that I 
would make you believe in God? Your faith in God will only come when the Lord himself makes 
you a believer.”

Munshiram was forced to introspect. He was also gradually realizing the harmful effect his 
disorderly life had on his wife and children. Swamiji’s words kept ringing in his ears.

One evening Munshiram drank alcohol heavily with his friends. Swaying on the streets, he 
somehow stumbled home and collapsed. However, his wife patiently sat with him through 
that night, looking after him. When he finally emerged from his alcoholic daze, he realized 
his inhumane behaviour in contrast to the spontaneous and natural dedication of his wife. 
The next day, when an enormous bill arrived from the liquor shop, his wife simply offered 
her bridal ornaments, in payment. Munshiram was utterly ashamed. He looked at himself in 
utter disgust and broke the last bottle in front of him, never to touch alcohol again in his life.

His other key decision was to stop eating meat. From childhood, meat had been part of his 
diet, as was the case with many of his friends. The decision was sudden, brought on by the 
horrifying sight of a butcher boy’s basket full of meat with blood dripping. Munshiram was 
deeply influenced by Maharshi Dayanand’s logical reasoning on the subject, in his book 
‘Satyarth Prakash.’ That evening Munshiram stunned his dinner companions by throwing his 
plate of food, which included some meat, against the wall in a typical gesture of opposition 
and finality.
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Surabi – But, why did he have to dramatize it this way? He could have silently resolved to 
stop eating meat.

Aajoba – His friends, indeed asked him the same question. Munshiram admitted that it was 
for the lack of real courage that he had to make this gesture so dramatically. He felt he did 
not have the strength of character to say farewell to meat in a quiet and composed fashion. 
Having taken such a strong stance in front of his friends, he would be reminded of his 
resolve every time he got attracted towards meat.

The Almighty God was making him now a believer.

Munshiram became a successful lawyer practising in Punjab while simultaneously initiating 
various social reforms, deeply influenced by the Vedic philosophy.

Education for Girls – Those were the days when girls were denied education. Various religious 
leaders in the society strongly believed that it would create havoc if the girls studied. But 
Munshiram, along with a few others opposed this belief and opened Kanya Mahavidyalaya 
High School for Girls in 1896. It was a great success with admission requests from all over 
the country.

Widow Remarriage – Child marriage was prevalent in our country and often girls would 
become child widows. The society looked upon them as unlucky, and they were doomed to 
lead a life of perennial discrimination. Maharshi Dayanand Saraswati had however strongly 
advocated remarriage of widows. In 1895, Munishram openly supported Diwan Sant 
Ramdas, who arranged the remarriage of his daughter, who was married in early childhood 
but was widowed soon after. Many orthodox Hindus argued that this remarriage of a widow 
was against Hindu dharma. But Munshiram spoke to multiple people in the society, wrote 
articles in magazines and newspapers questioning these beliefs and pointed out that the 
Vedas allow widow remarriage. He bravely stood his ground and ensured that Diwan Sant 
Ramdas was not declared as an outcast by the orthodox Hindus.

 To be continued...
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Let’s talk about these 

1. What kind of life did Munshiram lead before getting influenced by Maharshi 
Dayanand Saraswati’s preachings? Why did Maharishi’s preachings influence 
Munshiram so much?

2. What incident turned out to be the turning point in Munshiram’s life, that made 
him a believer in God?

3. How did Munshiram contribute to the upliftment of women in the society during 
his days?

4. How did Munshiram help Diwan Sant Ramdas? What does it show about the 
character of Munishram?

Think about it

Great people like Maharshi Dayanand Saraswati and Swami shraddhanand fought against 
‘discrimination against women’ in the 19th century. Do you think, even in the 21st century, 
the Indian society is still handicapped with discrimination of various kinds? Name a few 
that you can identify in the society around you (school, home, play areas, theatres, religious 
places, public places like restaurants or railway stations etc.). Discuss this with your partners 
and teacher in the class.

Let’s do these exercises

a. Tick the correct answers:

1. Munshiram was greatly influenced by Swami (Dayanand / Vivekananda). 
2. Swami Shraddhanand Balidaan Diwas is observed on (December 23rd / February 

22nd).
3. He opened Kanya Mahavidyalaya High School for (Girls / Boys).
4. Munshiram met Dayananda during the (Ajmer / Bareilly) discourse.
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b. Fill in the blanks:

1. The two major social reforms initiated by Munshiram were 
_______________________and_______________________.

2. Munshiram decided to abstain from eating meat when he saw_______________
________________________.

3. When an enormous bill arrived from the liquor shop, his wife offered her 
____________________in payment which made Munshiram feel ashamed of 
himself and he decided to____________________.

4. Maharshi Dayanand Saraswati’s words forced Munishram to_______________ 
due to which he gradually realized the harmful effects of his disorderly life.

Let’s have fun

Write a story for a movie based on Swami Shraddhanand’s life. Who would you cast in the 
movie?
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Arya Samaj - 2

Expected learning outcomes
Students:
• gain a holistic understanding about the Arya Samaj. 
• understand that the Aryan Invasion Theory was a 

misconception.

A day before, Parth had a conversation with his bhuvaji (father’s sister in Hindi) about the 
Arya Samaj. She gave Parth an interesting insight into the setting up of the Arya Samaj. Bhuvaji 
explained to Parth that the Arya Samaj was set up in 1875 not as a separate religion, but more 
as a movement to bring together people who believed in the true interpretation of the Vedas – the 
true dharma, which lays emphasis on everyone acquiring Vidya (knowledge), empowerment of 
women and strongly opposing casteism.

She also told him about how the Europeans, who were keen to establish themselves as custodians 
of the rich Sanskrit literature, fabricated the theory that the so-called ‘Aryans’ invaded India.

Parth was keen to know more. Read on and find out.

Parth – Can you summarize the major focus of the Arya Samaj as proposed by Maharshi 
Dayanand Saraswati?

Bhuvaji –  The Arya Samaj aimed to spread the true message of the Vedas. Its key focus 
was to translate all the four Vedas into Hindi and other regional languages, making them 
accessible to all, including women and certain castes that had been previously denied access 
by orthodox priests.

The Arya Samaj reminded people of the deep rooted wisdom of the Vedic Rishis. It promoted 
one formless God, spiritual yoga to attain God, virtuous personal conduct and integrity, 
universal education, as well as judging people by their actions, and not by the caste they were 
born into. It is in this broader social context that Maharshi Dayanand Saraswati gave a loud and 

5
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clear call to the people—“Back to Vedas.” You will indeed be surprised to know that the words  
Hindu / Muslim / Christian / Jainism / Sikhism are not even mentioned in the Vedas. 
TheVedas are universal and the oldest books in the library of humans.

Parth – That’s really surprising. So, all these religions came much after the Vedas.

Bhuvaji – That is right. Therefore, the Arya Samaj is not limited to a particular religion, 
race, colour of skin, country, etc. In fact, anyone who is willing to work towards improving 
his conduct, thinking and character, in line with the Vedic principles and is ready to accept 
the teachings of the ancient Rishis with reasoning can become an Arya Samaji.

Since beginning, the institution has fought against social injustices especially towards 
women, including child marriage and the ill-treatment of widows. The Arya Samaj indeed is 
one of the only institutions, that has women Vedic scholars who have a status equal to men.

Bhuvaji – The Arya Samaj has been widely acknowledged as a forward looking organization 
whose principles looked beyond the caste of a person. Indeed, a formal act was enacted in 
1937, known as the Arya Marriage Validation Act. This act authorized the Arya Samaj to 
conduct marriages of people belonging to different castes or sub-castes of not only Hindus, 
but also of those who follow other religions. The Arya Samaj was authorized to issue a valid 
marriage certificate under the Arya Marriage Validation Act, 1937.

Bhuvaji – The Arya Samaj is a democratic organization whose leadership can be assumed 
by any noble person, irrespective of caste, creed or gender. It may be of interest to know 
that there were 100 members on the rolls of the first Arya Samaj, founded in the presence 
of Maharshi Dayanand Saraswati on April 7, 1875. Swamiji, a true democrat, preferred his 
name to figure in the alphabetical order. The members appealed that Swamiji should serve as 
either the President or the Guru of the Samaj, but he kindly refused, and instead requested 
that he be listed as a regular member, like 99 others sitting there. He said the following:

“I have not come to preach any new dogmas or religion, or to establish a new order, or to be 
proclaimed a new Messiah or Pontiff. I had only brought before my people the light of the Vedic 
Wisdom (true dharma) which had been hidden during the centuries of India’s slavery.”

Maharshi Dayanand Saraswati was very clear that people should not start considering him 
to be an avatar of the Almighty. He was only a Vedic scholar who was stating what was 
already there in the Vedas. He did not want people to be misled into worshipping him. He 
therefore strongly discouraged his followers from erecting his statue in any location.
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Parth – What a selfless soul!

Parth – Bhuvaji, I have read in history that the Aryans invaded the country. Are the Arya 
Samajis primarily descendants of the Aryan race?

Bhuvaji – No, Parth. Let us first understand that the Sanskrit word ‘Arya’ is an adjective 
that means noble or pure. Arya does not refer to a race, but a cultural quality as mentioned 
in Vedic texts. This entire Aryan Invasion Theory has been proved invalid. It was a false 
propaganda started by the Germans (Max Muller) and used by the Britishers to brainwash 
the Indians, to turn them against each other thus creating a rift among the people.

In the late 1700s, European identity was shaken when scholars discovered that Sanskrit 
was closely related to the European languages, though much older and more sophisticated. 
Rather than accepting that the Indian subcontinent had a far richer heritage where Sanskrit 
and the Vedic texts flourished much earlier, they came up with the theory that they were the 
original Aryans, who invaded India and spread Sanskrit and the Vedas.

Thus, the European quest to appropriate the highly prized library of Sanskrit’s ancient 
spiritual texts motivated the construction of the “Aryan” race identity. By “becoming” the 
Aryans, the Europeans felt that they were the rightful custodians of the massive collection 
of Sanskrit texts that were generating new breakthroughs in the humanities and liberal arts. 
They claimed that these Aryans from Europe had invaded India and subsequently began to 
intermarry with certain sections of the local population. They then also promoted the caste 
system to maintain their distinct identity and reinforce their supremacy.

Germans took their newly adopted Aryan identity to extremes, and most of the influential 
European thinkers of the time colluded. India being a colonised country under the British 
control was unfortunately not even made a part of the narrative. The entire theory was just 
dumped upon us.

Parth – So, Europeans misappropriated the Vedas and cooked up the Aryan Invasion Theory 
and hence created the mythical Aryan race that never existed.

Bhuvaji – That’s right. They created the story for gaining political, economical and cultural 
supremacy and pushing the more advanced and sophisticated Indian Vedic culture to the 
sideline. Modern worldwide research clearly validates this fact. It is indeed very sad that the 
same misconceptions continue to be promoted even today even in our education system.

Acknowledgement – partially adapted from blog written by Shri. Rajiv Malhotra.
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Picture Courtesy- www.factmuseum.com

Let’s talk about these

1. Summarize the key focus of the Arya Samaj as proposed by Swami Dayanand 
Saraswati.

2. Highlight an instance that proves that Swami Dayanand Saraswati was a selfless 
soul.

3. What was the reason behind cooking up the story of Aryan Invasion Theory and 
did they succeed in their purpose?

Let’s do these exercises

a. Tick the correct answers:
1. The Arya Samaj aims to spread the true message of the (Puranas / Vedas).
2. The Aryan Invasion Theory has been proved (invalid / valid).
3. The (Brahmo Samaj / Arya Samaj) is indeed one of the only institutions that has 

women Vedic scholars who have a status equal to men.
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4. The Europeans claimed that the white (Aryans / Dravidians) invaded India.
5. Anyone who is willing to improve his conduct with the Vedic principles and is 

ready to accept the teachings of the Rishis with reasoning can become an (Arya 
Samaji / Arya Samaj Volunteer).

b. Fill in the blanks:

1. The Vedas are_________________and the________________ book in the 
library of humans.

2. The Arya Samaj promotes__________________, _____________, 
______________and______________________.

3. When the Arya Samaj was formed the members appealed that Swamiji should serve 
as____________________but he refused and instead he preferred to be listed as 
a__________________.

4. The Europeans felt that by becoming the Aryans they were the rightful custodians 
of__________________ that were generating new breakthroughs in the 
__________________and_________________.

5. __________________language was closely related to the European languages.

c. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false:

1. Orthodox priests provided equal access of the Vedas to all castes groups and women.
2. Arya does not refer to a race, but a cultural quality venerated in Vedic texts.
3. The Arya Samaj Validation Act was enacted in the year 1947.
4. Swami Dayanand Saraswati discouraged his followers from creating any statue of 

him as it would mislead people into worshipping him.

Let’s have fun

Recently, archaeologists unearthed the crumbling remains of an ancient urban centre, in 
the quiet outskirts of the Keeladi village, in the Sivagangai district, near Madurai, Tamil 
Nadu. The centre, built along the banks of the Vaigai River, is believed to be equal in size 
and importance and older than the Mohenjo-Daro settlements. Do some research on this 
ground-breaking excavation of the civilization, prepare a chart work and present your work 
in the class.
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Ayurveda - 3 

Expected learning outcomes
Students:
• know the importance of Ayurveda and its effects.
• understand the key principles of Ayurveda - Vata, Pitta, Kapha

 

Varun had a very interesting conversation with his dadi (paternal grandmother in Hindi) on 
the various aspects of Ayurveda – a mild fever being a favourable condition to ward off infection, 
focusing on the elimination of waste from our body, developing a strong digestive system and the 
existence of natural herbs which have various medicinal properties. He was keen to know more….

Varun – Dadi, it is quite surprising as to how animals remain healthy. They do not drink 
filtered water, nor is their food cooked in a hygienic place. They just eat whatever is available, 
anywhere. 

Dadi – True Varun. And we human beings, who consider ourselves far more intelligent, are 
falling sick all the time. Doctors’ clinics and hospitals are forever swarming with people! 

The key reason is that animals intrinsically follow the principles of Ayurveda. It is the natural 
instinct bestowed upon them by the Almighty!

Varun – When did Ayurveda, as a concept, come into existence?

Dadi – Ayurveda has historically been an oral tradition, taught and passed directly from 
a teacher to an apprentice, both of whom would learn and work side by side. The oldest 
written codification of Ayurvedic principles is 
however in the Vedas, particularly the Atharva 
Veda. The fundamentals have since then been laid 
out in several major treatises, including the texts 
by Charaka, Sushruta and Vagbhata, considered to 
be ‘The Trinity’ of Ayurvedic knowledge.

Dadi – Rishi Charaka, a medical genius, was one 
of the principal contributors to Ayurveda and was 

6
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also the author of the medical treatise, the Charaka Samhita. He is well known as the 
‘Father of  Indian Medicine’.

Dadi – Rishi Sushruta, also known as the ‘Father of 
Surgery’, authored ‘Sushruta Samhita’, which details 
different kinds of surgery.

Varun – Were our Rishis so educated in a field like 
medicine? I thought they were only involved in religious 
rituals.

Dadi – That is an incorrect impression, my child! Our 
Rishis were great scholars in diverse fields. They extensively 
studied the Vedas, which provide insights into various 
subjects required for human beings to lead a fulfilling life.

Varun – What is the fundamental principle of Ayurveda?

Dadi – According to Ayurveda, our body is comprised of 
five elements (Space, Air, Fire, Water and Earth), also known as ‘Pancha Mahabhoot’. They 
are further categorized into ‘Vata’ (Space + Air), ‘Pitta’ (Fire + Water) and ‘Kapha’ (Water + 
Earth).

Varun – Can you further elaborate on this concept?

Dadi – Sure. Let me explain  further.

Vata - Composed of Space and Air, ‘vata’ implies 
dry, light, cold, rough, subtle/pervasive, mobile, and 
clear. ‘vata’ regulates the principle of movement. Any 
bodily motion—chewing, swallowing, nerve impulses, 
breathing, muscle movements, thinking, bowel 
movements, urination—require a balanced ‘vata’. 

Pitta - Pitta brings forth the qualities of Fire and 
Water. It is sharp, penetrating, hot, and liquid. Pitta’s 
domain is the principle of transformation. Just as fire 
transforms anything it touches, ‘pitta’ is in play any time the body converts or processes 
something. So, ‘pitta’ oversees digestion, metabolism, temperature maintenance, sensory 
perception, and comprehension. Imbalanced ‘pitta’ can lead to an impaired functioning of 
the body in the above aspects, due to inflammation.

Rishi performing an eye Surgery
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Kapha - Kapha, composed of Earth and Water, is heavy, dull, oily, smooth, dense, soft, 
static, cloudy, hard, and gross (in a sense, dense or thick). As ‘kapha’ governs stability and 
structure, it forms the substance of the human body, from the skeleton to various organs to 
the fatty molecules (lipids) that support the body. An excess of ‘kapha’ leads to an increase 
in weight and accumlation of wastes in the body.

Dadi – To summarize, ‘vata’ is Movement; ‘pitta’ is Transformation; ‘kapha’ is lubrication 
and stability. A person falls sick whenever there is an imbalance among the three.

Varun – I get a broad sense of the concept. I will try to lead a healthy life following some of 
the basic principles of Ayurveda.

Dadi – Yes, also do remember to reduce your intake of both salt and sugar. I know you have 
a sweet tooth. You can replace sugar with jaggery, honey, dates and raisins. 

Varun – Dadi, how did you learn all these concepts?

Dadi – Well, as I mentioned earlier, a fair bit of Vedic knowledge has been passed orally from 
one generation to another. I learnt it from my parents and grandparents. I am now teaching you. 

Varun – Dadi, can I become an Ayurvedic doctor when I grow up?

Dadi – Yes, of course. There are formal courses offered by various Ayurvedic institutes, both 
in India and abroad. You can further specialize in this field and serve humanity. There is 
far greater focus in this field nowadays. Indeed, in 2014, the Indian government set up the 
Ministry of Ayurveda, Yoga & Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy (abbreviated 
as AYUSH) with the objective of developing education, research and propagation of 
indigenous alternative medicine systems in India. Even during the COVID-19, the Indian 
government actively advised everyone to adopt guidelines outlined in Ayurveda to promote 
immunity and enhance body’s natural defense system.

Varun hugged his dadi and remarked with joy – “Thank you, dadi!”

Let’s talk about these 

1. Who lives a healthier life- human beings or animals? Discuss the reason in your 
class.
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Let’s do these exercises

a. Tick the correct answers:

1.  Animals have (natural instinct / intellect) bestowed upon them by the Almighty.
2.  Rishi Charaka, a medical genius, authored the medical treatise the (Sushruta 

Samhita / Charaka Samhita).
3.  According to Ayurveda our body comprises of (five / three) elements which are 

also known as ‘Pancha Mahabhoot’.
4.  Imbalanced (Kapha / Pitta) can lead to sharpness and inflammation in those 

places where metabolic activities take place.
5.  In ancient times, Vedic knowledge was passed (orally / in written form) from one 

generation to another.

b. Fill in the blanks:

1. The fundamentals of Ayurveda have been laid out in several major treatises, 
including the texts written by _______, ________ and ________, considered to 
be ‘The Trinity’ of ________ knowledge.

2. Rishi Sushruta is also known as the _________________________.
3. Pitta brings forth the qualities of __________ and __________, and its domain 

is the principle of _____________.
4. Kapha governs ____________ and ____________, and excess of Kapha leads to 

__________, _________and ____________.

c.  Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false:

1. The oldest written codification of Ayurvedic principles is found in Yajur Veda.
2. Vata is composed of space and any bodily motion like chewing, swallowing, nerve 

impulses, breathing, muscle movements etc.
3. Jaggery, honey, dates and raisins are good alternatives to replace sugar in our diet.
4. Kapha is composed of Fire and Air, and regulates movement. 
5. A person falls sick due to an imbalance in Vata, Pitta and Kapha.
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Let’s have fun

Complete the flowchart:
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Courtesy - “Ministry of AYUSH”
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swami  
    shraddhanand – 2

Expected learning outcome
Students draw inspiration from the life of Swami 

Shraddhanand - a Vedic scholar, social reformer and a true 
patriot

Aajoba was explaining to Surabi the inspiring life story of Swami Shraddhanand…

Aajoba – Disturbed by so many superstitious beliefs and practices in the society in the name 
of religion, Munshiramji felt the acute need to develop Vedic scholars who can guide people 
on to the right path.

Post Maharshi Dayanand Saraswati’s demise in 1883, D.A.V schools had been set up by the  
Arya Samaj. Munshiramji decided to also simultaneously establish Vedic Gurukuls; focusing 
on the study of Vedas and Sanskrit. These Gurukuls were 
proposed to be established away from cities, in concurrence with 
our ancient culture with a guru-shishya method and practice of 
teaching The key challenge was money. A sum of Rs. 30,000/- 
was required to launch the project. It was a major amount then 
for people with limited means. Munshiramji decided to go 
around and achieve the seemingly unachievable. On one such 
trip when he was returning from Lahore by train, he was quite 
disappointed with the poor collection. He then resolved that 
he would stay out in the waiting hall of the station and would 
not step into his house until the mission was accomplished. He 
also decided that he will be the first one to make the supreme 
sacrifice. After taking his sons into confidence, he gave away his 
entire family property to the Gurukul!

Surabi – He was indeed a man of firm determination.

7
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Aajoba – He finally succeeded in collecting Rs 40,000/- in eight months. He founded the 
Gurukul at Kangri (near Haridwar) in March 1902, in the midst of a dense jungle, on the 
banks of the river Ganga. Among the initial students were the two sons of Munshiramji- 
Harishchandra and Indra. A devoted group of teachers and students made the novel project 
a success. Munshiramji personally would attend to the requirements of his students like a 
caring father. Over a period of time, the Gurukul became the proud alma mater of many 
men who made a mark on the national scene as patriots, journalists, teachers and writers. By 
now Lala Munshiram was known as Mahatma Munshiram. He personally ran the Gurukul 
for more than 17 years at a stretch. Today this Gurukul is a full-fledged university.

Gandhiji’s Visit: In 1915, upon his return from South Africa, Gandhiji visited the Gurukul 
and stayed at the campus. Over there, Mahatma Munshiramji addressed Gandhiji as 
Mahatma, appreciating his contribution to public life. It was after this incident, Gandhiji 
was called “Mahatma Gandhi” in public life.

Surabi – Hmm…so it was Mahatma Munshiram who conferred the title ‘Mahatma’ on 
M.K. Gandhi.

Aajoba – Mahatma Munshiram entered a new phase of life in 1917, when he voluntarily 
took ‘Sanyaas’.

Surabi – What is the implication of ‘Sanyaas’?

Aajoba – As per Vedas, this is the fourth and final stage of life wherein you sever all ties with 
your family, professional career, personal property etc. The entire world is your family, and 
your sole objective in life is to ‘Live for Others.’

Moreover, you assume a completely new external identity with a change of name and change 
of clothes. You typically wear only ochre (dark orange) robes thereafter.

Surabi – So what name did Mahatma Munshiramji change his name to?

Aajoba – It was Swami Shraddhanand. ‘Shraddha’ means Faith and Devotion, ‘Anand’ 
means Bliss. Mahatama Munshiramji recalled the words of Swami Dayanand when he was 
a misguided youth: “Your faith in God will only come when the Lord himself makes you a 
believer.” Munshiramji felt that it was this faith (shraddha) which was the inspiration of the 
life he had led so far and decided to name himself ‘Shraddhanand.’

He then got deeply involved in the freedom struggle, leading protests organized against the 
oppressive British Government. He motivated millions of Indians to join the struggle for 
independence. His tall and prominent image, both moral and physical, moved the masses.
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On March 30, 1919, a protest in Delhi had 
turned violent leading to the death of five 
people. The atmosphere was charged with 
tension. Swami Shraddhanand arrived at the 
venue immediately after the shooting took 
place, addressed the crowd and calmed them 
down. Swamiji, followed by a large crowd of 
people was then walking back home. On the 
way, a group of British soldiers approached 
the crowd. Swami Shraddhanand signalled the 
crowd to wait. He alone moved forward, bared his chest, inviting the soldiers to fire on him 
first. The soldiers got nervous at this brave act of the Sanyaasi. The British officer asked his 
troops to withdraw.

Surabi – What a daring person!

Aajoba – Yes. He symbolised courage. Swami Shraddhanand was also a great symbol of 
Hindu-Muslim unity. On April 4, 1919, a very large gathering of Muslims had gathered at 
the historic Jama Masjid in Delhi, to mourn the dead and motivate the living patriots who 
were protesting against the oppressive policies of the British rulers. On the pulpit (a raised 
enclosed platform) of the mosque stood Swami Shraddhanand, a great personality. He had 
been invited by the Muslim leaders to encourage people in their mission of freedom. Swamiji 
started by reciting a Ved Mantra from the Rig Veda invoking blessings of the Almighty and 
praying for the success of the freedom struggle. His address ended with the words, Om 
Shanti Shanti Shanti. The crowd responded with the word Aameen. It was a perfect scene of 
the unity of purpose, friendship and peace among major sections of the Indian society.

As a true Arya Samaji, Swami Shraddhanand was completely against casteism by birth. He 
believed that all were born equal. He repeatedly defended the rights of the lower-castes 
and worked ceaselessly for the well-being of the much-ignored untouchables including 
lower caste people. His work for the lower castes along with his other initiative focusing on 
remarriage of widows made him a widely respected figure among the general masses. He 
was realistic in his approach and often expressed sadness that many political persons paid lip 
service to the upliftment of the untouchables in the society.

Swami Shraddhanand also got involved in the Shuddhi (Re-conversion) movement. The 
Malkana Rajputs in the Mathura-Agra belt had been previously forced by the Moghuls to 
convert to Islam. Yet they had retained their cultural distinctiveness. Swami Shraddhanand 
encouraged them to return to the religious fold of their forefathers. The mission of Shuddhi 
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of the Malkana Rajputs was a great success. This initiative was however misinterpreted, and 
rumours were spread about Swami Shraddhanand. 

It was December 23, 1926- Swami Shraddhanand was at his residence in Delhi, recovering 
after an attack of bronchial pneumonia. At 4 p.m., a misguided youth, Abdul Rashid, 
came on the pretext of discussing something with Swamiji. However, when Swamiji’s 
attendant, Dharam Singh, had gone to bring a glass of water, he shot point blank at Swami 
Shraddhanand. Swamiji collapsed and passed away. He attained veergati.

Indra Vidyavachaspati, Swamiji’s son, recalled the words that Swamiji had uttered not long 
ago: “Yes, it is a source of contentment to me that I am singled out as the one worthy of 
wearing the crown of martyrdom.”

Surabi – Wow! What a life!

Aajoba – The saying “Good persons are generally born good” 
applies almost to all of the great personalities of the world. 
Very few of the great ones are like Swami Shraddhananda 
have their initial days of life in complete darkness like a sun 
covered by the clouds. His early life showed absolutely no 
sign of greatness to come.

This teaches us that if you have the will to change, you can. 
Even if we have got misled onto the wrong path, there is still 
a spark of greatness within each one of us. We only need to 
awaken it and move from Darkness to Light. He is indeed a 
great example for the younger generation to follow!

Let’s talk about these 

1. What was the key challenge in establishing the Vedic Gurukuls?
2. What was the extent of personal sacrifice that Swami Shraddhanand had to make 

to establish the Gurukuls in reality?
3. There were many instances in the life of Swami Shraddhanand that proved that he 

was ‘courage personified’. Explain in detail any one such instance.
4. Swami Shraddhanand’s life changed dramatically. Discuss his life journey. 
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Let’s do these exercises

a. Tick the correct answers:

1.  The title ‘Mahatma’ was conferred to M.K. Gandhi by (Mahatma Munshiram / 
Malkana Rajputs).

2. Swamiji was invited by the Muslim leaders to (Nagina Masjid / Jama Masjid) to 
encourage people participate in the mission for (freedom / spreading Islam).

3. The fourth stage of the life of a person is (Brahmacharya / Sanyaas).
4. A sum of (Rs. 30,000 / Rs. 50,000) was required to launch the project of 

establishing Vedic Gurukuls.
5. Gandhiji returned from (South Africa / USA) in the year (1915 / 1919).

b. Fill in the blanks:

1. Swamiji was against___________________and he worked for the welfare of 
_________________and__________________.

2. The final stage of life symbolizes the final severance of________________ and one 
cuts off all ties with___________________with the idea that the entire world is 
________________.

3. Swamiji started his speech in the Mosque with a mantra from________________
and ended with________________.

4. Mahatma Munshiramji changed his name to__________________which 
means________________.

5. Munshiram founded the Gurukul at_________________in March 1902, in the 
midst of a dense jungle, on the banks of the river____________________.

c. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false:

1. Harishchandra and Indra were the initial students of the Gurukul.
2. Swami Shraddhanand was a great symbol of Hindu-Muslim unity.
3. The objective of Sanyaas is to “Live for oneself.”
4. The mission of Shuddhi of the Malkana Rajputs was not successful.
5. Swamiji was shot by Abdul Rashid who had come on the pretext of discussing 

something with him but shot him in the absence of his attendant.
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Let’s discuss

The ‘Gurukul’ system is the Indian way of learning and has been in our culture since ages. 
However, the current European system of education is not in any way related (ambience and 
the way of teaching) to the ancient Gurukul system. List the differences between the Gurukul 
system of education and the modern method of education. Also, state which method you 
like and why.

A Guru with his disciples

Gurukul System of Education
European [current] System of 

Education
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Pancha Maha 
Yajnya

 Meditation – 1

Expected learning outcome
Students understand the nuances of Meditation

Nani (grandmother in Hindi) offered a 4-step framework to Agasti to evaluate various religious 
practices and rituals. He was keen to know more and so he sat down with Nani.

Agasti – Nani, which rituals or practices would you recommend, based on the four parameters 
outlined by you earlier?

Nani – I would go back to the Vedas to answer this 
question. As you know, the Vedas are the oldest 
books in the human library. As per the Vedas, there 
are five types of Yajnyas or rituals that you should 
perform on a daily basis. They are commonly known 
as ‘Pancha Maha Yajnya.’

S No. Yajnya (Ritual) Remarks

1 Brahma Yajnya Meditation. Includes Pranayama

2 Deva Yajnya Agnihotra

3 Pitra Yajnya Respecting elders and serving them

4 Atithi Yajnya Respecting guests and serving them

5 Bali VaishvadevYajnya Taking care of animals around us

88
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Nani – The first and the most important one is Brahma Yajnya, i.e. Meditation.

We should meditate every day. Identify a quiet place 
where there is no disturbance; sit down straight; 
make sure your head, neck and chest are in a straight 
line, keep the spine stretched and be relaxed. Close 
your eyes gently; take a deep resolve that you will 
focus your mind to pray to the Almighty without 
letting any other thought arise in your mind.

Agasti – How long should we meditate daily?

Nani – Spiritually inclined yogis meditate for many hours a day. However, if you can 
meditate for at least 10 minutes, twice a day, i.e. both morning and evening, you will find 
the experience meaningful and very satisfying.

Agasti – But whenever I try to meditate, my mind keeps wandering.

Nani – I understand. To control the mind, let us first understand the theoretical framework. 
There are three distinct aspects:

1 आत््ममा Aatma Soul
Has consciousness. Is the key decision maker 
and the owner of both Intellect and Mind.

2 ्मन / 
चित्त

Maan / 
Chitta

Mind

Is a tool with the help of which we are able to 
think and recall old memories. It facilitates 
constant communication with the soul. 
Mind lacks consciousness of its own.

3 बदु्धि Buddhi Intellect

Is a tool that helps us make decisions. It 
is the discriminatory ability that helps us 
decide – right and wrong, good and bad, 
etc. Intellect also lacks consciousness of its 
own. 

The Soul has consciousness. Both the Mind and Intellect are merely tools that the Soul has 
at its disposal.

Nani – The Mind does wander. But if we (soul) decide that we will control it, we clearly can. 
We need to sincerely resolve that we will not let any other thought arise in our minds during 
the meditation session. If the mind still does wander, we need to bring it back! With practice 
over a period of time, we will become its master.
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Agasti – Nani, is the mind really in our control? I feel that it acts on its own without me 
(soul) being even aware of it.

Nani – Ok…let me ask you a question. Do you control your breathing?

Agasti – Hmm… I can control it for a few seconds probably. But otherwise we keep inhaling 
and exhaling; it happens all the time by itself, a background process.

Nani – That’s right. But the fact that we (soul) can stop our breathing for a few seconds 
implies that we are in control of it. The same analogy can be applied to the mind. As such, 
various thoughts keep coming up throughout the day. However, we, during meditation can 
stop it from raising unwanted thoughts and focus only on the Almighty.

Agasti – What should I meditate on nani?

Nani – You should meditate upon the Almighty. There are three distinct phases in a 
meditation session.

Phase Name Remarks

I स््तचु्त 
(Stuti)

Recalling the various qualities of the Almighty. He 
is All-Powerful, Just, Protector, Exists everywhere 
in each minute particle, Knows everything etc.

II प्मार््थनमा 
(Prarthana)

Praying to Him to bestow us with good intellect, 
happiness and bliss.

III उपमासनमा 
(Upasana)

Internalizing our close relationship with the 
Almighty. We reiterate that He is our mother, 
father, relative, friend and is above all worldly 
possessions.

You can chant a few mantras slowly, internalizing their meaning. The key is to deeply think 
about the meaning of the mantra. Only then you will be able to increase your level of 
concentration. If you only mechanically chant the mantra without simultaneously thinking 
about the meaning, the mind is more likely to wander. You essentially need to strike a 
conversation with the Almighty, feeling that He is with you. 

Appended is a step-by-step guide for a sample 10-minute meditation session. However, this 
is not the only way. You can alter it suitably as well based on advice from other scholars. Use 
a timer or alarm so that mind doesn’t worry about the time spent on meditation. 
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Preparation

1. Sit straight and close your eyes gently.
2. Chant ‘Om’ three times.
3. Take a deep breath… Om … Om … Om.
4. I, the soul, that is the ‘आत््ममा’, now take a vow that I will concentrate only on 

the ‘Almighty’ and will not raise any other thought in my mind for the next few 
minutes.

Phase I: ‘Stuti’

1. Oh, Almighty!
2. Oh, You are भ:ू (Bhu), | the Giver of life, the giver of ‘प्माण’.
3. You are भवु: (Bhuva), | You remove all my sorrows, all my obstacles.
4. You are स्व: (Svah), | Giver of happiness and bliss.
5. Oh, Almighty! You are सव्थ शद्ति्ममान (Sarva Saktimaan) | You are all-powerful.
6. You are सव्थरक्षक (Sarva Rakshaka) | You protect me at all times.
7. You are सव्थव््यमापक (Sarva Vyapaka) | You exist everywhere, in each minute particle. 

It is like soaking cotton in water. Water exists in every particle of cotton.
8. You are सव्थज््य (Sarvajnya) | You know every aspect about me and everyone else | 

You constantly know what I think, speak and do.
9. Oh, Almighty! You are न््यमा्यकमारी (Nyayakari) | You are the best judge. You sooner 

or later ensure justice for all. You are also compassionate.
10. You are सवमा्थधमार (Sarvadhaar) | You create and maintain this Earth, Sun, Moon 

and other celestial bodies. You have also scientifically created my complex body 
with over 1 lakh (100,000) km long blood vessels.

Phase II: ‘Prarthana’

In the next phase, we will now pray to the Almighty to shower us with happiness and bliss

1. Om (आनन््द: ) ‘Aanandah.’ You are the source of all happiness and bliss. Please 
bestow me with the same – Repeat the above 3 times.

We can also slowly chant the Gayatri mantra, praying to the Almighty to bestow good 
intellect upon us.
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Phase III: ‘Upasana’

We will now chant a shloka slowly with its meaning. Remember the vow we have taken – 
We will not raise any other thought in our minds but will concentrate only on the Almighty.

त््वमे्व मधािधा | You are my Mother  | च तपिधा त््वमे्व | You are my Father
त््वमे्व बन््धु: | You are my Relative  | च सखधा त््वमे्व | You are my Friend
त््वमे्व त्वद्धा | Knowing you is true Knowledge   
द्रत्वणं त््वमे्व | Acquiring You is true Wealth
त््वमे्व स्व� मम द्ेव द्ेव | You are Everything for me!

We will once again chant the shloka with immense dedication, respect and true love for the 
Almighty. Please concentrate and internalize the meaning.

त््वमे्व मधािधा च तपिधा त््वमे्व । त््वमे्व बन््धु� सखधा त््वमे्व ।
त््वमे्व त्वद्धा द्रत्वणम् त््वमे्व । त््वमे्व स्वर्म् मम द्ेव द्ेव ॥

Conclusion:

Om ‘Shanti,’ ‘Shanti,’ ‘Shanti.’

Rub your palms together. Place them gently on closed eye-lids, so that the cups of the hand 

cover the eye-lids. Then slowly open your eye-lids before gently removing your palm.

Let’s do these exercises

a. Tick the correct answers:

1. A child should meditate for at least (an hour / 10 minutes) twice a day to experience 
a sense of inner joy.

2. As per the Vedas, the five types of rituals that should be performed daily are called 
(Pancha Maha Yajnya / Pancha Mahabhoot).

3. In the course of meditation, if the (soul / intellect) is focused on the Almighty, 
then the (mind / intellect) will not wander.

4. Praying to Him to bestow us with good intellect, happiness and bliss upon us is a 
part of (Prarthana / Upasana).
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5. Gayatri mantra is chanted praying to the Almighty to bestow us with (good 
intellect / material wealth).

b. Fill in the blanks:

1. The Pancha Maha Yajnya includes_______________, ______________, 
________________, ______________and______________.

2. The mind is a tool that raises _____________and keeps communicating with 
__________,and it lacks__________________.

3. When we say that God is सव्थव््यमापक (sarvavyapak) it literally means 
______________.

4. त््वमे्व त्वद्धा द्रत्वणम् त््वमे्व means _____________________________________.

c. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false:
1. Through Upasana, we internalize our close relationship with the Almighty.
2. While meditating, one should take a deep resolve that one will focus one’s mind to 

pray to the Almighty without raising any other thought.
3. God creates and sustains the sun, the moon and other celestial bodies.
4. The soul helps in final evaluation and decision making but lacks consciousness of 

its own.
5. Mechanical chanting of mantras during meditation helps our mind to focus on 

Almighty.

d. Match the following:

1 Pitra Yajnya Source of all happiness and bliss

2 Aanandah Taking care of animals around us

3 न््यमा्यकमारी ( Nyayakari) Has consciousness and decision maker

4 Soul Respecting elders

5 Bali VaishvadevYajnya Best judge

e. Think and pen down your experience of meditation:
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Gratitude

Expected learning outcome
Students imbibe the precious value of Gratitude

Adya loved spending time with her muthachan (grandfather in Malayalam) after coming 
back from school. Muthachan would often discuss with her interesting aspects of life...

Muthachan – Let us discuss today a key human value – Gratitude.

Adya – Sure muthachan. I have heard the term often. But what does it exactly mean?

Muthachan – Gratitude is a strong feeling of appreciation for what someone has done, to 
help you.

Adya – So, it is about saying ‘Thank you’.

Muthachan – It is not merely a formality to be completed by verbally saying ‘Thanks’ or 
‘Thank you’. It is about the feeling that you carry internally, recognizing the other person’s 
contribution.

Muthachan – Who do you think is the most important person to whom you should first 
have a feeling of gratitude for?

Adya – My parents and teachers?

Muthachan – Yes - definitely towards them. But even more important is towards God. He 
is the ultimate Giver. 

Muthachan – Let me narrate to you a small story. One day there was a man who was very 
poor. He had no money and was finding it extremely difficult to feed his family. He went to 
a Guru and was lamenting over his very poor condition.

9
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The Guru told him – “You are actually very rich”. This poor man was very surprised. The 
Guru repeated the same sentence and added – “I will prove it to you, here and now.” This 
man just could not understand what his guru meant. Can you guess, Adya?

Adya – No muthachan. He was a poor man, unable to even feed his own family. How can 
he be termed as rich?

Muthachan – The Guru told him – “I will give you Rs. 1 lakh now, on the spot. Can you 
give me your left eye?” The man was taken aback.

Muthachan – The Guru continued – “I will offer you Rs. 2 lakhs if you decide to give me 
your right arm”. 

Adya – Obviously, the man must have said ‘No’.

Muthachan – Yes. His Guru then remarked – “Think about the amount of wealth you are 
carrying with you all the time. You are not prepared to give it away even if I am offering 
you a large sum of money”. The man realized that his good health was his biggest source of 
wealth and he needed to thank God for it. The Guru then motivated him to start working 
hard to earn wealth.

Adya – Very interesting .

Muthachan – Also, remember that our lives are highly interdependent. For instance, if you 
think deeply, you will realize that numerous people contribute in different ways to ensure 
that you are able to go to school and study. Can you make a list of all such people, apart 
from your parents and teachers?

Adya – May be, the van driver who dropped me to school?

Muthachan – Good. There are many others as well. 

You had breakfast in the morning and got your lunch box too. Your mother cooked the 
food, but then there are multiple farmers spread across locations, who grew the wheat, rice, 
vegetables etc. Other unknown persons helped in transportation of food grains to wholesaler 
who in turn sold it to the retailer from where your parents possibly bought the foodgrains, 
vegetables, oils etc. 

Similarly, think about the number of people who helped in ensuring you have a nice uniform 
to wear to school. The cloth was produced in a particular factory and the tailor stitched it in 
his small workshop. 
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Adya – This also then applies to my notebooks and textbooks that were possibly produced 
by workers in small industrial units. 

Muthachan – Yes. That’s true. There are also the support and housekeeping staff members 
at school who ensure a clean and neat campus; what about the carpenter who toiled hard to 
make the desk you sit on – the list is endless. We need to have a sense of gratitude towards 
all of them. 

Adya – But don’t we pay them money for all these services?

Muthachan – Very good observation. Yes, we do pay for the services. But money can never 
fully compensate for the cooperation and support that others extend in our lives. Money 
cannot buy us everything, all the time. 

For a moment, let us assume that all farmers from the villages move to cities and get into 
various other jobs. If no one is engaged in farming, there will be no agricultural produce. 
Then, will any amount of money be able to buy you food? We will all literally starve, isn’t it? 
Therefore, just because you have paid money for something, do not assume that you need 
not have a feeling of gratitude. 

Adya – Now, I understand the concept muthachan. 

Muthachan - Many privileged people, especially children around your age, take basic human 
necessities-food, water, shelter, education-for granted, and sometimes become blind to how 
lucky they are to count these things on their lists of blessings. 

Muthachan – When we express our gratefulness towards other people, we tend to feel 
happier and calmer, and as a result, it opens up more channels for goodness to enter into our 
lives. We begin to appreciate simple pleasures of life. There is this shloka – 

प्रथमवयसि द�ं तोयम�ं �र�ः

�शरसि �निहतभारा ना�रकेला नराणाम ्।

ि�ललममृतक�ं दद्यरुाजीवना�ं

न िह कृतमपुकारं िाधवो �व�र�� ।।

Prathamavayasi dattaṁ toyamalpam smarantaḥ
Shirasi nihitabhara naarikela naranaam|

salilamamṛtakalpaṁ dadyuraajeevanaantam
 na hi kṛtamupakaaram saadhavo vismaranti ||
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Remembering the small amount of water which it was given in its early age, the coconut trees 
carry nectar like water on their head throughout their life. In the same manner, noble people 
do not forget the goodness they enjoyed.

Adya – Muthachan, I have observed that every function at school typically begins with a 
prayer expressing our gratitude towards God and ends with a ‘vote of thanks’, wherein we 
formally thank each person who helped in the smooth conduct of the program.

Muthachan – Yes Adya. It is the right thing to do. 

We otherwise tend to take all the credit for our success and blame others for our failure. 
If you don’t do well in our exams, we tend to find fault with everyone else around, except 
ourselves. If we do well, we are proud of the fact that we worked very hard and it is our own 
achievement.

Adya – This does happen with me many a time.

Muthachan – I understand Adya. Therefore, remember that inculcating the feeling of 
gratitude also helps us have a sense of humility. We then tend to genuinely appreciate the 

role of all – this is dharma.

Let’s talk about these 

        1. ‘Gratitude creates abundance.’ Do you agree? Justify your view.

Let’s do these exercises

a. Answer the following:

1. Define gratitude in your own words.
2. Which is the greatest wealth that one can have? Justify your choice.
3. ‘Our lives are highly inter-dependent.’ - justify with any one example from the 

lesson.
4. Explain the comparison being made between the coconut trees and noble people 

in the shloka प्रथमवयसि...
5. How is gratitude related to humility?
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b. Tick the correct answers:

1. Gratitude is a strong feeling of (ignorance / appreciation) for what someone has 
done for you.

2. The poor man realised that his (family / health) is his biggest source of wealth.

3. Man (can / cannot) buy everything with money.

4. Every function at school typically begins with a (prayer / vote of thanks).

5. Gratitude helps us to have a sense of (oneness / humility).

c. Fill in the blanks:

1. Coconut trees carry ___________ like water on their head throughout their lives.

2. When we express our gratitude we feel ___________ and ___________.

3. ____________ is the ultimate giver.

4. Gratitude is not merely a _________________ by verbally saying ‘thank you’ but 
the _______________ you carry internally appreciating others’ help.

Think about

  (i) What you are grateful for (at least 5)
  (ii)Who showered the above blessing on you?
  (iii)Write a thank you note to each of them.

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
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      Animal Cruelty - 2

Expected learning outcome
Students become aware of the various ways by which 

animals are exploited

Nanamma (paternal grandmother in Telugu) was explaining to Charan the five different 
reasons why animals are exploitated. She briefly covered cruelty involved for Food and Clothing. 
The other reasons are…

III. Animals Used for Experimentation

Nanamma – An animal test is, any scientific 
experiment in which a live animal is forced 
to undergo pain, suffering, distress or lasting 
harm. It is carried out by humans to test a 
scientific hypothesis in a wide range of areas 
– Medicines, Cosmetics and other Biological 
research. 

Countless monkeys, dogs, rats and other animals 
are poisoned, blinded, cut open, starved, isolated 
and drugged behind closed laboratory doors every 
day on the pretext of animal testing. Animals 
are infected with diseases that they would never 
normally contract – tiny mice grow tumors as 
large as their own bodies and kittens are purposely 

1010
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blinded. Experimenters force-feed chemicals to animals, conduct repeated surgeries on them 
and implant wires in their brains.

Charan – Nanamma, can humans be so cruel and insensitive? Aren’t there alternatives to 
animal testing?

Nanamma – There are many alternatives to animal testing which are available including 
sophisticated tests using human cells and tissues and advanced computer-modelling 
techniques, which can eliminate the need for animal testing. 

IV. Animals Used for Entertainment

Nanamma – Animals are also cruelly treated in multiple 
ways for entertaining humans. 

Animals do not want to perform painful, confusing 
and demeaning tricks, but animals in circuses have no 
choice. Trainers use abusive tools, including whips to 
force them to perform. Not only are elephants, horses, 
hippopotamuses, birds, dogs, camels and other animals 
often beaten by trainers, but they also suffer from 
loneliness, boredom and frustration from being locked 
in cramped cages or chained for months on end, as they travel from city to city. These animals 
should be in their natural habitats and raising families instead they are loaded and unloaded 
like furnitures into trucks and warehouses.

For instance, in their natural environments, elephants might walk up to 50 kilometres daily 
searching for food, yet in captivity they are almost constantly kept tied. They develop foot 
problems, which are very rarely treated. Restricted exercise and hard surfaces – as well as 
standing amidst faeces and urine – can cause elephants’ toe-nails to become cracked and soft 
and can lead to infections.

Monkeys are trained to ‘dance’ through beatings and food restriction. Their teeth are pulled 
out by their masters so that the animals cannot defend themselves. 

Charan – What about various animal sports like Kambala in Karnataka and Jallikattu in 
Tamil Nadu?

Nanamma – Rural people in Karnataka organize ‘Kambala’ – a race in a slushy paddy field, 
between two pairs of buffaloes, controlled by a farmer. Many of these are ancient practices 
wherein the animals were not subjected to any cruelty. In the traditional form of Kambala, 
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racing was non-competitive, and the pair ran one 
by one in paddy fields. 

But now, it has turned into a competitive sport 
wherein the farmer whips the buffaloes mercilessly 
to make them run fast and win the race. Stakes 
are very high with bets placed on the buffaloes. 
These buffaloes are fed and taken special care of 
leading up to the final day of competition, only to be whipped terribly during the race to 
make them perform better. 

Charan – And, what happens in case of 
Jallikattu?

Nanamma – In Jallikatu, a bull is released 
into a crowd of people and multiple human 
participants attempt to grab the large hump on 
the bull’s back with both arms and hang on to 
it while the bull attempts to escape.

In ancient times, even Jallikattu was not a cruel 
sport.  A bull is a very strong and respected animal for the farmers. The very word “Jallikattu” 
means ‘Embracing the bulls’ in Tamil language. In ancient days, the bulls were considered 
animals of great importance as the livelihood of the farmers depended on the bulls and were 
revered. Bulls were fed well and Jallikattu was a sport for the bulls to improve their mobility. 
However, once again this has become a competitive sport now wherein human beings have 
become utterly insensitive. 

Nowadays, practices before the bull is released include, prompting the bull with sharp sticks, 
extreme bending of the tail which can fracture the vertebrae, and biting of the bull’s tail. 
There are also reports of the bulls being forced to drink alcohol to disorient them, or chilli 
peppers being rubbed in their eyes to aggravate the bull. During attempts to defeat the bull, 
they are stabbed by various implements such as knives or sticks, punched, jumped on and 
dragged to the ground. 

Charan – Shouldn’t we stop engaging in all these sports?

Nanamma – The key aspect to focus on is animal cruelty. As long as the sport is practised 
without being cruel to the animal it is absolutely fine. However, if there is cruelty because of 
insensitive fellow beings, then it is best to stop engaging in such sports.
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Nanamma – There is yet another sport practised 
by humans, which is very cruel. It is a blood sport 
between two cocks held in a ring. Two owners 
place their respective cocks that they own, in 
the cockpit. The cocks fight until ultimately one 
of them dies or is critically injured. Once again, 
significant betting takes place in the sport.

Charan – In many Indian marriages, the 
bridegroom typically arrives on a white colour wedding horse with the baaraat (procession). 
Is there cruelty involved in this?

Nanamma – The wedding horses do hate the 
entire process. When they are rented for marriages, 
they are made to walk for many kilometres to the 
venue. The horse is then ‘dressed’. The saddle on 
the horse is a heavy throne-like chair. The groom 
sits on it and the band starts at a decibel level that 
makes even passing humans cover their ears. The 
horse handler holds the horse’s tightly enough 
to prevent it from getting provoked at the noise 
and fireworks. The iron chain fitted into its mouth destroys the teeth and makes its gums 
bleed. The fire-lit lanterns surrounding the horse generate heat. Various relatives and friends, 
dancing in front of the horse, make it feel very uncomfortable. The horse is walked for 
a distance in a slow and in an extremely noisy parade and then finally, when the groom 
dismounts, it is taken to another wedding. The agony of the horse is clearly shown in the 
enlarged eyes and wild spin of its eyeballs and the ears held erect – all of which only happen 
when the horse is extremely distrubed.

It is sad that the animals are ill-treated during such joyful occasions too. It is time we mature 
as a society and recognise the gross injustice in these acts! 

Charan – What is the best alternative, nanamma?

Nanamma – If you want something modern and polished, what about having the groom 
standing through the sunroof of a car? This will be much better than torturing the poor 
animal. 
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Charan – I realize that as long as people treat animals as toys, possessions and commodities 
rather than as individuals with feelings, families and friendships, widespread neglect and 
abuse are sure to continue.

Acknowledgement – partially adapted from petaindia.com. 

Let’s do these exercises

a. Answer the following questions:

1. Name any two reasons that prove that medical tests on animals are cruel.
2. Are there any alternates to animal testing? What are they?
3. How are elephants affected by being held captive in circuses and not being in their 

natural habitats?
4. Explain ‘Kambala’, how has the custom changed over the years.
5. What does the word “Jallikattu” literally mean? What was the purpose of the origin 

of this sport?  
6.  How is the bull treated now a days, before it is released for Jallikkattu.

b. Fill in the blanks:

1. An animal test is any scientific experiment in which a live animal is forced to 
undergo _______________, ________________ and ____________________.

2. Trainers use abusive tools, including_______________ and_______________, 
to force animals to perform in circuses.

3. Animals suffer from_________________, _______________and 
___________________from being locked in cramped cages or chained for 
months on end as they travel from city to city.

4. The agony of the horse used in a wedding is clearly shown in the______________, 
_______________and_________________all of which only happen when the 
horse is extremely distressed.
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 Krishna  
    Janmashtami – 2

Expected learning outcomes
Students: 

• understand the ideal way of celebrating Krishna Janmashtami.

• derive inspiration from the life of Shri Krishna.

Sudha was having a fascinating conversation with her father on Janmashtami. He was kindling 
her inquisitiveness on some of the general beliefs prevalent in the society regarding Shri Krishna.

Sudha –  Appa (father in Tamil), was he an incarnation of God, who was born to fight 
Adharma?

Appa –  God is formless and present everywhere. He need not attain the form of a human 
being to help fight Adharma. With profound knowledge, wisdom, meditation and blessings 
of the Almighty,  Shri Krishna was a true Yogi. His acts were so exemplary that people started 
believing that he was God in human form.

Sudha –  Please explain this further, appa.

Appa –  Shri Krishna tried to prevent the war of Mahabharata by various means, as he 
was aware that it would only create havoc. Indeed, India faced an intellectual vacuum and 
deteriorated as a society after the war. But despite his best efforts, Shri Krishna was unable 
to do so as things were not entirely under his control.

Sudha –  Hmm…

Appa –  Remember the Almighty, has created this Universe. The Almighty allocates a particular 
form: human being, animal, bird etc. to the soul depending on the Karma of the soul. The soul 
that has taken the form of a human being, is relatively free to choose its actions. God does not 
hold our hand and forcefully make us do anything. He may inspire us though. But, the way we 
conduct ourselves is entirely our choice. We are free to commit our karma, i.e. actions.

Appa –  There is this very famous shloka from Bhagavad Gita - “When there is the decay of 
dharma (righteousness) and the rise of adharma (unrighteousness), then I (the Lord) am born in 
this world.”

11
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यदा यदा  िह धमर्� �ा�नभर्व�त भारत|

अ��ुानमधमर्� तदा�ानम ् िृजा�हम|्|

Yadaa Yadaa Hi Dharmasya Glaanirbhavati Bhaarata 

Abhyutthaanam Adharmasya Tadaatmaanam Srijaamyaham 

This actually implies that we, at different points of time in our lives, face difficult situations. 
At that juncture, we seek advice from learned people including sages, on varied topics. 
There are these pious and wise scholars who are always around us. We need to identify and 
approach them for appropriate counsel. They will guide us to distinguish between dharma 
and adharma.

Sudha –  I agree, Appa. Indeed, even today we all keep mentioning that there is widespread 
adharma; crimes are increasing in the society; things seem probably worse than what it was 
prior to the Mahabharata war. However, there is no Shri Krishna amongst us, who is an 
incarnation of God.

Appa –  That is great logic, Sudha! But at the same time, there are so many wise people in this 
world who are doing great work for mankind. They collectively help relieve the suffering of 
millions of fellow human beings.

Sudha –  I have another doubt. Did Shri Krishna love cows?

Appa –  Oh yes! Absolutely. Based on Vedic knowledge, 
Shri Krishna believed that cows are critical for human 
beings and should be taken care of. The cow is seen as a 
maternal figure, a caretaker of her people. She is a symbol 
of wealth. Krishna was indeed very fond of cows and its 
various products. He was also known as Govinda or Gopala, 
which literally means “friend and protector of cows.”

Sudha –  So, in this context the concept of ‘Dahi Handi’ 
is relevant. It is in a way celebrating his love for the cows.

Appa –  Yes, that’s right Sudha. But, it has become 
a dangerous team sport today. It is now reduced to a 
competition between various groups of people (also known 
as Govindas), the parameter being the height at which the 
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handi (pot) is placed for the group to reach. It’s quite risky 
wherein several young, naive govindas have broken their 
limbs and even become paralysed while attempting to break 
the handi. The pyramids can contain as many as nine tiers of 
people, reaching the height of 3 or 4 floors.

Sudha –  That must be so dangerous!

Appa –  The bottom levels comprise strong men, while children 
are at the upper reaches. The child at the very top—who is at the 
greatest risk—is just five or six years old. During the celebrations 
last year, 2 govindas lost their lives, and 117 were injured while 
attempting to break the dahi handis. The Supreme Court has now banned those, below 18 
from participating in the dangerous sport and has limited the height of human pyramids to  
20 feet, i.e. a maximum of 4 layers.

Sudha –  But don’t these people get discouraged by these incidents?

Appa –  They do get discouraged. With increasing awareness, the number of participants for 
dahi handi is declining. However, it is the herd mentality which drives them to still engage 
in this risky event. It has also become a commercial tool in the hands of the local leaders to 
exploit the youth. They declare huge prize money for the event, based on groups that can 
reach the maximum height, thus encouraging them to take higher risks. The naive people 
tend to think that the local leader is helping them fund their religious festival.

Sudha –  This is quite sad.

Appa –  Yes, it is. We should rather celebrate the birth of Shri Krishna, the great strategist, 
warrior and Yogi, by deriving inspiration from various aspects of his life including taking 

care of cows.
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Fun fact search

Take the help of your parents to find out about similar festivals celebrated in India.

Let’s talk about these 

1. Contemplate on how the celebration of Janmashtami could be a fitting tribute to 
Krishna. Discuss yours thoughts in class.

2. Discuss the meaning of the shloka - ‘Yadaa Yadaa Hi Dharmasya...’ 

Let’s do these exercises

a. Tick the correct answers:

1.  According to a supreme court ruling, height of human pyramids can only be (29 
m / 20 ft) in Dahi Handi. 

2.  God is formless, and He (needs to / need not) attain the form of human being to 
help fight (Dharma / Adharma).

3.  The cow is seen as a (paternal / maternal) figure and is a symbol of (wealth / 
knowledge).

4.  Dahi Handi is a (safe / dangerous) team sport.  
5.   The participants in Delhi Handi have to be above the age of (21 / 18) years.

b. Fill in the blanks:

1. Krishna became a true Yogi because of his _____________, ______________, 
__________________and ____________________.

2. Based on the Karma of every soul, God allocates ________________and once the 
soul takes the form of a human, it is _________________to do Karma.

3. After the Mahabharata war, India faced an ___________________which 
deteriorated the society.

4. At the time of difficulty, we should seek advice from the learned people who will 
guide us to distinguish between ________________ and _________________.



5. The human pyramid comprises ___________________ at the bottom level of the 
pyramid and a ___________________ at the top who is at the greatest risk of 
getting injured.

c. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false:

1. In many cases, we are not free to commit our Karma as God can any time make us 
forcefully do as He wishes.

2. Kauravas won the Mahabharata war with the help of Krishna.
3. Krishna was a friend and protector of cows and was popularly known as 

Govinda or Gopala.
4. The local leaders use Dahi Handi festival as a commercial tool to exploit the youth 

by declaring huge cash prize.

Let’s have fun

Poster time:

Dahi Handi is an exciting and a dangerous team sport. As a conscious social-welfare worker, 
design a poster to attract the attention of the participants and the general public on how this 
sport can be detrimental and what are the better ways of celebrating this festival. Mention 
the rules related to the sport. Don’t forget to give a catchy slogan for your poster.
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Pancha Maha  
Yajnya  

Meditation – 2

Expected learning outcome
Students practise the art of controlling the mind through   

meditation

Nani was explaining to Agasti about Meditation– the first Pancha Maha Yajnya. Agasti had 
numerous queries on how to control the Mind. 

Agasti – Theoretically, I agree that our soul controls the mind. During meditation, we 
should ensure that our mind focuses only on the Almighty. But, still, I am just not able to 
do it.

Nani – I can understand what you are going through. This is definitely a tough process and 
requires a lot of practice to achieve the desired state. But, do you realize that on many occasions 
you are able to completely control your mind and ensure high levels of concentration on a 
single activity, without thinking about anything else?

Agasti – Can you give a hint?

Nani – Think about exams!

Agasti – Oh yes! When I prepare well for an exam, I get completely engrossed in answering 
the question paper. I neither look here nor there. I do not even realize how the three hours 
pass by, as I am so involved in the process.

Nani – Exactly, this is akin to meditation, which is a high level of concentration on a 
particular aspect as decided by the soul.

12
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Nani – Let us look at another example. What would be your state of mind, if you had the 
opportunity to meet the Prime Minister of India for 10 minutes?

Agasti – I will obviously be very excited.

Nani – During the 10-minute meeting with him, your mind will not wander anywhere. 
You will be completely living those 10-minutes in that room, intensely looking at the PM, 
hearing him speak or asking him anything that you wish to. You will definitely not be 
thinking about the movie that you are planning to watch the next day! 

Agasti – I agree. It will be like a dream come true for me.

Nani – Now, the Almighty is far more powerful than the Prime Minister of any country, 
isn’t it?

Agasti – Yes. God is all-powerful.

Nani – So, when you meet the Almighty during the meditation sessions, you need to 
internalize the thought that you are meeting the most valuable force—God Himself. You 
need to generate an internal sense of respect and love for Him.

Nani – One more apt way to increase your concentration is to set aside your own existence. 
For a few moments, go back in your life. Visualize that you were a young child of primary 
school. Before that, you were a tiny tot at kindergarten. Going back further, you were a small 
baby who crawled, and before that, you were a newborn baby in your mother’s arms. Prior 
to that, you were in your mother’s womb, and before that, your body did not exist at all. But 
your soul was always present.

If there is no body, there are no worldly relationships—father, mother, teacher, brother, 
sister etc. Our relationship exists with this world only because our body is physically present. 
In a way, you completely detach yourselves from this world. When you build such a scenario 
mentally, you will see only one relationship which always existed—in the past, present and 
future, which is the relationship of your soul with the Almighty.

Agasti – This is very interesting. But isn’t this scary?

Nani – Absolutely not. This is just recognizing the truth. You are only going back and 
realizing that at a point in time, your body never existed. There is yet another practical way 
to control your mind. Imagine that you are in a deep space and there is darkness all around. 
The moment your mind wanders away to any worldly object, remind yourself you are in the 
deep space with nothing around.
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Nani – Also, before you meditate, you should practise Pranayama a few times. This also helps 
control the mind. Pranayama is a Sanskrit word which literally translates into “extension of 
the prana or breath.” The physical manifestation of ‘Prana’ is breath and ‘Ayama’ means to 
extend or draw out the breath. Prana is the link between mind and the soul.

Agasti – I am quite confused about Pranayama as well. There are so many different types.

Nani – That is true. But there are four types of Pranayama prescribed under ‘Yog Darshan’, 
which helps in meditation. Of them, the first three can be learnt and practised rather easily. 
They are

बाह्याभ्यन्तरस्तम्भविृत्तः देशकालसंख्या�भः प�रदृष्टो द�घर्सू�मः 
                                Yog Darshan | Chapter 2 | Sutra 50

“Bahya Aabhyantar Stambhavritti Desh-kaala-

sankhyaabhihi paridrishto deergha-sookshamaha”

‘Bahya’ (बमाह््य) Pranayama You exhale completely through your nostrils and 
hold your breath in that position until you feel 
uncomfortable. Th en inhale gradually. After 
breathing normally a few times, repeat the 
Pranayama.

‘Aabhyantar’ (आभ्यन्िर)
Pranayama

Fill your lungs with as much air as you can 
possibly take in. Retain it internally, till you 
feel uncomfortable and then exhale gradually. 
After breathing normally a few times, repeat the 
Pranayama.

‘Stambhavritti’ 
(स््तम्भवदृ्त्तः) Pranayama

During your natural breathing process, just stop 
all of a sudden and hold your breath in the same 
position. Neither inhale nor exhale. Once you feel 
uncomfortable, start the normal breathing process 
again. After breathing normally a few times, repeat 
the Pranayama.
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Note: Breathe through your nostrils, with minimal sound while inhaling or exhaling. It 
should be very subtle. The person sitting next to you should also not be able to hear the 
sound. Your body, especially your shoulder and neck should be absolutely stationary.

When the breath wanders, the mind is unsteady, but when the breath is still, so is the mind.

Nani – Meditation is like a multivitamin for your mind. It reduces stress and anxiety. It 
improves focus, attention, and ability to work under pressure. Meditation provides mental 
strength, resilience and emotional intelligence. It also improves learning, memory and  
self-awareness.

Agasti – Wow, so many benefits!

Agasti – Let me also compare this to the 4 parameters that you laid out

1. It is ‘Universally applicable’ – Anyone sitting in any part of the world can identify 
a quiet place and meditate. 7.5 billion people on Earth can practise it every day.

2. It is ‘Simple’ – One is not required to spend any money and it is not complicated. 
It however, requires enormous effort in terms of controlling our mind.

3. ‘Equality’ – There is no differentiation between people based on gender, caste or 
economic wealth. All can practise it.

4. ‘Conflict of interest’ – There is no conflict of interest. The practice of meditation 
immensely benefits our own lives.

Nani – Absolutely, it passes all the four tests. This is the first and the foremost MahaYajnya 

that we should all follow every day.

Let’s talk about these 

1. Think about how you could benefit from Meditation. Discuss with your classmates 
about it.

2. List the points one should keep in mindwhile practicing Pranayama.
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Let’s do these exercises

a. Tick the correct answers:

1. During meditation, we need to (internalize / externalize) the thought that we are 
meeting the most valuable force-God.

2. The Pranayama that involves filling the lungs with as much air as possible and then 
retaining it internally till you feel uncomfortable and then exhaling gradually is 
(Stambhavritti / Aabhyantar) .

3. Meditation (does not / does help) to reduce stress and anxiety.
4. Meditation (requires / does not require) spending money and is (simple / 

complicated).

v. Fill in the blanks:

1. One  practical way to control our mind is to imagine that you are in 
_______________ and there is ________________ all around.

2. If there is no body, there are no_________________. In such situation only the 
relationship of the________________with Almighty exists.

3. Pranayama means to ___________________________.
4. During natural breathing when we_____________all of a sudden and neither 

______________nor______________ and hold our breath in the same position, 
it is called Stambhavritti Pranayama.

5. Meditation is especially beneficial for a student as it improves _________________, 
________________and_________________.

c. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false:

1. One of the ways to increase our concentration during meditation is to nullify our 
existence through which we completely detach ourselves from the world.

2. Bahya pranayama involves exhaling completely and then holding the breath until 
you feel uncomfortable.

3. Everyone is not entitled to meditate, and it is possible only by the learned people.
4. During the practice of pranayama, we should breathe with minimal sound while 

inhaling or exhaling.
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Cow – 2

Expected learning outcome
Students understand the importance of cows in the human  

eco-system

Paatti (grandmother in Tamil) was explaining to Atharva, various ways in which cows are 
useful for humans. Apart from dairy products, the cow dung is also a rich source of manure, 
enabling farmers to return to ‘organic farming.’

Paatti – We are now trying to come back to our 
roots. The Indian Government has also recently 
announced the launch of the ‘Gobar Dhan’ 
(Wealth from Cow Dung) scheme to manage and 
convert cattle dung into compost and bio-fuel.

Paatti – You will also be surprised to know that 
cow dung is an effective disinfectant. Many village 
homes are plastered with cow dung mixture, which 
keeps away insects, mosquitoes etc.

Atharva – Even mosquitoes?

Paatti – Yes. It is a natural mosquito repellent. Cow dung also acts as an insulator. When 
applied on the outside walls of a house, cow dung keeps heat out in the summer and holds 
it inside during winter.

Atharva (hesitatingly) – Is cow urine also useful?

Paatti (laughingly) – Yes it is. I know the young generation may find it difficult to believe 
or may even consider it disgusting. This is because you have never really lived with the cows 
in villages. You just get your readymade milk in packets delivered at your doorstep every 
morning.

13
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Paatti – As per Vedas, cow urine has many medicinal properties, especially useful for immuno 
deficiency diseases. It has anti-bacterial, anti-fungal and antioxidant properties. Many people 
have used it as medicine and confirmed its effectiveness, though modern science has not yet 
researched this extensively. Research papers have not yet been published in the sophisticated 
journals emanating from the west.

Paatti – But I must add that modern science looked down upon Ayurveda as well, until 
a decade ago as something that is superstitious. But today, every major Multi National 
Company (MNC) is trying to sell soaps, detergents, hair oil, toothpaste etc. to us claiming 
that the ingredients are based on Ayurveda. Even in the case of ghee, modern science took a 
very negative view initially but now its advantages are being recognized. Yet another example 
is ‘Yoga’ which was initially written off, but has now become a fashion statement worldwide. 

Paatti – Having said that, many people who believe in the effectiveness of cow urine are 
making a serious effort to document its medicinal properties, within the research framework 
prevalent globally. Indeed, two patents have already been registered in the US for cow urine 
distillate. (Patent numbers 6410059 and 6896907)

Paatti – A cow is thus immensely beneficial to humans, even after she stops giving us milk. 
Indeed, she is also useful to us after death.

Atharva – How is the cow useful to us after death?

Paatti – In many villages, once the cow dies, its hide is peeled off to make various products 
like shoes, jackets etc. This is ‘Ahimsa’ leather as the animal is not tortured and killed, 
but rather dies a natural death. Indeed, even the bones of dead cows are used by various 
industries, including pharmaceuticals. For instance, gelatin, a key element in capsules, is 
manufactured by processing the bones, skin and tissue of cattle.

Atharva – Is it fine to use some of these by-products after the death of a cow?

Paatti – If the cow dies naturally, then it is fine to use its by-products.

Atharva – What about milk? Isn’t there cruelty involved in it? Isn’t the milk meant for her calf?

Paatti – Designed by the Almighty, a cow produces far more milk than what can be consumed 
by her own calf. The calf on an average requires approximately 25% of the milk produced, 
along with other supplementary diet. We human beings should ensure that the calf gets 
adequate milk and only the remaining should be consumed by us. Also, we should not inject 
any hormones or cause any harm to the cow only to increase the yield of milk.
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Atharva – Wow, paatti! I now understand why many 
people consider cow to be a maternal figure, a caretaker 
of her people.

Paatti – Yes. The Vedic literature refers to her as, 
‘Gaumata’ (Mother cow) as she nourishes us in different 
ways. In the ancient days, the cow indeed was a symbol 
of wealth. She was considered an extended member of 
the family. She was not dumped, once she stopped giving milk.

Paatti – It is sad that today we have become very money-minded. We are just not bothered 
about the comfort of the cow. We only seek to extract the maximum possible milk from her. 
Once she stops giving milk, she is transported to the slaughter houses and brutally killed.

Atharva – Yes, paatti. I have seen cattle being carried in trucks. I have observed that they are 
tied together standing in cramped condition.

Paatti – This cruelty should definitely cease. Indeed, not just cows – no animal should be 
subjected to cruelty and pain. Non-violence towards all living beings is the highest virtue.

Atharva – Many people worship the cow during harvest festivals and on special occasions, 
like the house warming ceremony. Does God reside in a cow?

Paatti – Cow should be respected and treated well, but she is not God. Like the sun, moon, 
trees, wind, water etc., the cow is also a Devata, i.e. one who ‘Gives’ us. But to elevate the 
cow to the status of God is questionable. God is as such present everywhere, in each minute 
particle, including the cow. God or the Almighty is the ultimate Supreme Force, who needs 
no protection from humans.

I only regret that many times we cause much inconvenience to the cow, in our enthusiasm to 
worship her. On special occasions, she is decked up and made to physically go from house to 
house. I am not sure if this is really helping the cow. On such occasions, We should instead 
strengthen our resolve to help cows lead a secure and comfortable life.

Atharva – How can we do that?

Paatti – You can decide to pay for the fodder for a cow. Also, you can be an activist trying 
to stop cruelty towards cows and all other animals.
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You can also aim towards creating an eco-system, an age-old practice, wherein every village 
has a community grazing land (known as ‘Gauchar’) allotted by the government, for grazing 
of cattle. This ensures availability of green fodder for the cows and also brings down the 
maintenance cost. For instance, a group of citizens, led by Brij Narayan Kiradoo, a retired 
employee of the electricity department, secured nearly 10,000 acres of grazing land in Bikaner 

city (Rajasthan)in 2017, to establish a sustainable model for cow protection.

Let’s talk about these 

1. Apart from giving us milk, how is the ‘gaumata’ useful to us?
2. Write the uses of (a) cow dung (b) cow urine (c) bones of a cow.
3. Is it right to consume milk which the cow produces naturally for her calf? Give 

reasons. 
4.  What is ahimsa leather?

Let’s do these exercises

a. Tick the correct answers:

1. In ancient days, the cow was a symbol of (wealth / knowledge).
2. A calf requires approximately (50% / 25%) of the milk produced by the mother 

along with supplementary diet.
3. When cow dung is applied on the walls of a house, it keeps the heat out in the 

(summer / winter) and keeps the house warm during (summer / winter).
4. Non-violence towards all living beings is the highest (virtue / vice).
5. Today’s world has become (money / value) oriented that we seek to extract the 

(minimum / maximum) milk from cows without bothering about their comforts.
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b. Fill in the blanks:

1. A group of citizens led by Brij Narayan Kiradoo secured nearly 10,000 acres  
of grazing land in ______________________ to establish a 
_____________________.

2. Gelatin which is a key element in capsules is manufactured by processing the 
_________________________.

3. The Indian government has launched the ‘Gobar Dhan’ scheme to manage and 
convert _________________into___________________.

4. The cow should be_________________as she is a_________________, i.e., one 
who gives us.

c. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false:

1. A community grazing land allotted by the government is called Gauchar.
2. ‘Ahimsa’ leather is not obtained by killing or torturing animals but from animals 

that have had a natural death.
3. As per Vedas, cow urine has many medicinal properties, especially useful for skin 

diseases.
4. Cow dung acts as an effective disinfectant and a natural mosquito repellent.
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 Srikanth Bolla

Expected learning outcome
Students understand the best way to be hopeful is to do 

something to change the situation.

One fine day, Biren was walking down the lane in Tezpur (Assam). He noticed a blind man 
trying to cross a road. He felt pity and promptly helped him. Back home...

Biren – Koka (grandfather in Assamese), I helped a blind man cross the road today.

Koka – That is good karma.

Biren – I feel so sad for the blind.. They have no future.

Koka – Yes. They do have a very tough life. However, some of them are still able to fight all 
odds and come up in life. They may indeed end up doing much better than those who are 
blessed with a healthy body, with all the organs working properly.

Biren – Well, how can they ever be able to do so?

Koka – Let me tell you about Srikanth Bolla who was born blind in the year 1992, into a 
family of agriculturists in Machilipatnam, Andhra Pradesh.When he was born, neighbours 
declared him a ‘useless’ ‘baby without eyes’; ‘being born blind is a sin’, etc.

Biren – Oh my God! So, he never had the opportunity to see the world at all.

Koka – Yes. That’s true. His parents were poor financially, but rich at heart. They did not 
heed to any of the ‘advice’ they received and raised him with love and affection. As he grew, 
his parents admitted him in a local school in Machilipatnam. The school was five kms away 
and he had to make his way on foot. He did this for two years. 

However, he was not happy there - “No one acknowledged my presence. I was put in the 
last bench. I could not participate in the PT class. That was the time in my life I thought 
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I was the poorest child in the world. It was not because of lack of money but because of 
loneliness.”

Koka – His father therefore shifted him to Hyderabad’s Devnar School for the Blind. The 
Young Srikanth thrived in the compassion he was shown there. He not only learnt to play 
chess and cricket, but excelled in them. He was guided and mentored by his special needs 
teacher, Swarnalatha. Srikanth soon cleared the Andhra Pradesh class X state board exams 
with over 90 percent marks, but the board said he could only take Arts subjects in Class XI 
because of his disability. He was denied admission to the Science stream.

Biren – How can they do that?

Koka – Exactly! Srikanth decided to fight for it. He sued the Government and fought for 
six months. In the end, he got a Government Order stating that he could take the science 
subjects but at his ‘own risk’. A determined Srikanth worked day and night and managed to 
secure 98 percent in the XII board exams.

Biren – Fantastic. What did he decide to do after Class XII?

Koka – Srikanth applied for IIT and other top engineering colleges in India. However, he 
could not secure admission in any of them, because he was blind. He then tried exploring 
options to study in the US. He was fortunately selected by the prestigious Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT). He went on to become the first international blind student 
to be admitted to MIT in the school’s history.

Biren – It is sad that he was not accepted by the top Indian universities.

Koka – Yes, that is right. The top Indian universities have comparatively limited resources 
with a very high number of applicants. They were not able to accommodate the needs of 
differently-abled people. Hopefully, we as a country can soon do that.

Biren – So,what happened once he went to study at MIT?

Koka - It wasn’t easy adjusting to life there initially, but he soon started to do well. Towards 
the end of his course when the ‘what next’ question came up, he was in a dilemma.He could 
have easily taken a job in corporate America and settled down there. However, the love for 
his country and the strong urge to ‘give back’ brought him to India.

Koka - In 2013, pooling together a few lakh rupees, Bolla embarked on his entrepreneurial 
journey and set up Bollant Industries Ltd to manufacture eco-friendly disposable products 
like plates and cups made out of natural leaf (eg: Areca palm leaves) and recycled paper. 
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Biren – So, it is an environment friendly alternative to 
plastic plates and cups.

Koka – Absolutely. Srikanth thought to himself - 

“Many questions bothered me. Why should a disabled 
child be pushed to the back row in the class? Why should 
the 10 percent of the disabled population of India be left 
out of the Indian economy? Why can’t they make a living, 
like everyone else, with dignity?”

Today, Srikanth runs Bollant Industries Limited as its CEO, with seven factories and a 
turnover of over Rs. 100 crores, employing over 650 people. Bollant’s larger mission is to 
generate employment opportunities for millions of differently-abled people, who are mostly 
uneducated and unskilled. Nearly half of Bollant’s own workforce is differently-abled men 
and women.

Biren – Wow! That is truly great.

Koka - Born blind, entrepreneur Srikanth Bolla has opened the world’s eyes by triumphing 
against all the odds. His entire life is a testimony to the manner in which he has defied 
considerable odds and driven change — in his own life and in those of others. 

Koka – In his critical journey, Srikanth found one 
unflinching support, an anchor to keep him afloat–
Swarnalatha – his special needs teacher in school. She 
has been his mentor and guide through all these years. 
When Srikanth started Bollant Industries, she became 
the Chief Operating Officer (COO) of the company. She 
now trains all the employees with disabilities at Bollant, 
thereby creating a strong community where they feel 
valued.

Biren – This is amazing.

Koka – Yes – a beautiful relationship of mutual respect 
between the Guru and the shishya. Swarnalatha often 
remarks – “Srikanth is a true source of my inspiration. 
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He is not only my young friend and protégé but is also my 
mentor who teaches me daily that anything is possible, if 
you set your mind to it.”

Koka - The boy who was born blind, is today showing 
many, the path to real happiness. Srikanth also co-founded 
‘Samanvai’, a centre for children with multiple disabilities, 
helping them get over their many challenges. “Isolation of 
differently abled persons starts from childhood and continues 
all through life,” says Srikanth Bolla, perhaps remembering 
his own experiences.

Koka – The story of Srikanth teaches us that we do not need eyes to see the visions of our 
future but only courage and patience. We sometimes feel that whatever God has bestowed 
on us is not good enough. We have a number of complaints like  “life is not fair”, “we are not 
getting what we want”, “no one is supporting us”, “ we do not have feasible opportunites” 
etc. These are only excuses. But, when you have a strong determination, you can see only 
opportunities and not problems. Anything is possible if you set your mind to it. We have to 
change our mindset.

Biren – Did he always dream big since childhood?

Koka – Yes Biren. Once, when Srikanth was in Class IX, he had a chance to briefly interact 
with the then President of our country,  APJ Abdul Kalam who was visiting Andhra Pradesh. 
He remarked to him -  “I want to be the first visually impaired President of India”.

Srikanth Bolla is standing tall today living by his conviction that if the “world looks 
at me and says, ‘Srikanth, you can do nothing,’ I look back at the world and say I can 
do anything.”

Srikanth Bolla’s life can best be summed up in the tagline of his company, Bollant Industries 
– ‘Where everyone counts’.

(Acknowledgement – Various articles available electronically on yourstory.com; 
hindubusinessline.com; thinkmust.com)

Swarnalatha - Srikanth Bolla’s 
compassionate guru
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Let’s talk about these 

1. Srikanth is the epitome of firm determination and strong will. Elucidate.

2. What made Srikanth work against all odds in his life?

3. How can a Guru impact the life of his / her Shisya and help in bringing about a 
change in the society?  

4.   Interpret the tagline, “Where everyone counts”.

a. Tick the correct answers:

1. Srikanth hails from a family of (agriculturists / craftsmen).

2. Srikanth was denied admission in the (Science / Commerce stream) because of 
his (board marks / disability).

3. After completing his studies, Srikanth decided to (take up a job in Corporate  
America / become an entrepreneur in India). 

4. The Chief Operating Officer (COO) of the Bollant Industries Ltd (Swarnalatha / 
Srikanth) was his (teacher/aunt). 

b. Fill in the blanks:

1. Srikanth was selected by ___________________for pursuing his higher studies. 

2. Bollant Industries Ltd manufactures _____________________made out of 
___________and _____________.  

3. The main mission of the Bollant’s Industries is to _________________________
_______.

4. We don’t require eyes to see visions for our future; we need only ______________
and _______________.

5. Srikanth co-founded ________________which is a centre for 
_______________________.
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c.  Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false:

1. The top Indian universities could not admit Srikanth due to limited resources 
which were not sufficient to meet the needs of differently-abled people.

2. Srikanth’s financial condition made him feel that he was the poorest child in the 
world.

3. Srikanth expressed his desire to become the first visually impaired President of 
India to Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam.

4. Srikanth studied in the Hyderabad’s Devnar School for the Blind where he got the 
opportunity to learn and excel in chess and cricket.

Let’s have fun

Sahana happened to visit a school for specially-abled children. She was quite sad on seeing 
their lives surrounded by darkness and desolation. She immediately decided to do something 
to impact their lives and make them feel happy and cheerful. Put yourself in Sahana’s shoes 
and pen down your thoughts and ideas on how you can help these specially-abled children.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Siachen:  
  The World’s 

Highest Battlefield

Expected learning outcomes
Students:

• understand that perseverance is necessary to achieve sucess.

• understand the challenges and hardships of a soldier’s life. 

It was February 2016. Surya had to read the news in the morning assembly at school. He eagerly 
picked up the morning newspaper and read the main headline aloud: “Siachen survivor Lance 
Naik Hanumanthappa passes away.” What is this about? he wondered. He asked his jejema 
(Grandmother in Odia).

Surya – Where is this Siachen, jejema? What exactly happened there?

Jejema – Siachen is a massive glacier located in the eastern Karakoram Range in the 
Himalayas, near the Line of Control (LoC) between India and Pakistan. It is a triangular 
region at the height of 20,000 ft above sea level.

15
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Surya – What is this Line of Control?

Jejema – Line of Control (LoC) refers to the military control line between 
the Indian and Pakistani controlled parts of Jammu and Kashmir —a line which does not 
constitute a legally recognized international boundary, but is the de facto border. Pakistan 
illegally occupies the PoK- Pakistan occupied Kashmir.

Surya – So, Pakistan militarily controls a specific part of Jammu and Kashmir.

Jejema – That is true Surya. Also, the Line of Control is now practically the border. India 
has been building fences on its own side of LoC to ensure that no one is able to cross into 
India from Pakistan.

Surya – You mentioned that Siachen is at a height of 20,000 ft. Must be a great hill station.

Jejema – Surya, 20,000 ft is about 6000 metres, i.e. 6 km above the sea level! The highest hill 
stations in the world do not exceed a height of 4,000 metres. Siachen is indeed considered 
the highest battlefield in the world. Temperature falls to 60 degrees below zero there. Only 10 
percent of oxygen is available there, compared to what is available to us on the plains.

Surya – But then why are we human beings fighting with each other in such a remote area?

Jejema – This is indeed very sad. The conflict in Siachen stems from the incomplete demarcated 
territory on the map of this region. After the Indo-Pakistan war in 1971, an agreement was 
signed between the two countries, which came to be known as the Shimla Agreement, but 
it failed to clearly mention who controlled the glacier.

It was presumed there would be no dispute between India and Pakistan over such a cold and 
barren region. They were wrong. In the early 
1980s, on the pretext of climbing the high peaks 
on this glacier, Pakistan sent expeditions with 
permits issued by the Government of Pakistan. 
The idea was to reinforce claim on the area, as 
these expeditions arrived with a formal permit 
obtained from the Government of Pakistan. 
In 1984, when the Pakistan army attempted 
to move into the region, India launched a 
successful military operation and has since maintained control over all of Siachen Glacier. 
India now has thousands of soldiers who are stationed in Siachen to protect our control over 
this region. Over the years, control over Siachen has assumed strategic importance from 
multiple perspectives.
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While we lead a comfortable life in cities, our soldiers there struggle every day. They are 
at the risk of getting frostbite if their bare skin touches any metal object for more than 15 
seconds. Fainting spells and pounding headaches are frequent. Soldiers who stay at that 
altitude for long suffer from weight loss, loss of appetite, sleep disorders and memory loss. 
Speech blurring is obvious. At Siachen, rations come out of tin cans. An orange or an apple 
can freeze to the hardness of a cricket ball in no time.

Surya – Oh my God! Life is so difficult there. And, what exactly happened there recently? 
(referring to the news article).

Jejema – The area is prone to avalanches (sliding of a mass of snow or ice rapidly down 
mountainside) Snowstorms can last for three weeks at a time. Winds can touch speeds of 100 
mph in no time. On this fateful day, February 3, 2016, at about 5:00 a.m. there wa s a massive 
snow avalanche. A massive wall of ice came crashing down on ‘Sonam Post,’ manned by 10 
soldiers of the Indian army. It all happened so quickly that none of them had time to react. All 
of them were buried under 35 feet of snow!

Surya – 35 feet means the height of a 3-storey building, isn’t it?

Jejema – Yes Surya, that was the quantum of ice that fell on the 10 soldiers at Sonam Post.

Surya – What happened next?

Jejema – One of the 10 soldiers, Lance Naik Hanumanthappa, managed to send a radio 
message to another Post, stating that they were buried under an avalanche. Search operations 
began in full swing. More than 200 soldiers dug, looking for survivors. Day after day, they 
carried on with the faint hope of finding their fellow army men. 
Finally, on the sixth day of what seemed like a hopeless task, they 
picked up a signal of body heat and a radio set. Drilling began 
with renewed vigour. Around 7.30 p.m. Hanumanthappa was 
found, severely dehydrated and in shock. He was immediately 
airlifted to New Delhi and admitted to the Military hospital. 
Though he was given the best possible medical treatment, he 
could not survive. After a few days of struggle, he passed away.

Surya – What about the other nine soldiers?

Jejema – They were also found dead in Siachen.

Jejema became emotional as she narrated the incident.

Lance Naik  
Hanumanthappa
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Jejema – There is a scroll of honour at the Siachen base camp remembering the supreme 
sacrifice of the Indian soldiers. It aptly reads: “Quartered in snow, silent to remain, when the 
bugle calls, they shall rise and march again.”

Surya went to school. As he read the headline in the assembly, “Siachen survivor Lance Naik 
Hanumanthappa passes away,” tears rolled down his cheek. Vande Mataram!

Fact search

Find out about 3 other difficult places where soldiers are posted.

Let’s discuss

1. Go through the newspaper every day for a week and look for news about soldiers.
2. Explain the quote - ‘Quartered in snow, silent to remain, when the bugle calls, they 

shall rise and march again.’

Let’s do these exercises

a. Tick the correct answers:

1. Soldiers at Siachen are at the risk of getting (frostbite / hypothermia) if their bare 
skin touches any metal object for more than (15 / 30) seconds.

2. In the Siachen region, only (10% / 40%) of oxygen is available as compared to the 
plains.

3. A large glacier located in the eastern Karakoram Range in the Himalayas is (Siachen 
/ Lambert).

4. Indo-Pakistan war was fought in (1962 / 1971) after which an agreement was 
signed which came to be known as (Karachi Agreement / Shimla Agreement).
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b. Fill in the blanks:

1. Lance Naik Hanumanthappa sent a_________________to another Post stating 
that they were buried under an__________________.

2. Line of Control (LoC) refers to the_________________________between 
the Indian and Pakistani controlled parts of___________________. 

3. Soldiers staying at high altitudes frequently suffer from__________________, 
________________, ______________________, _________________
and________________.

4. On February 3, 2016 there was a massive avalanche which came crashing down on 
__________________.

c. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false:

1. India has been building fences on its own side of LoC to ensure that no one is able 
to cross into India from Pakistan.

2. The presumption that that there would be no dispute between India and Pakistan 
over Siachen was proved wrong when Pakistan sent expeditions with permit from 
their Government.

3. Hanumanthappa was found severely dehydrated and in shock under an avalanche.
4. In 1984, when the Pakistan army attempted to move into Siachen, India launched 

a military operation which was unsuccessful.
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Decoding  
Central Civil  

Services of India

Expected learning outcome
Students become aware of various options available to serve the 

country by joining the Central Civil Services

The Civil Services of India runs the entire administration of the country. While the elected 
ministers lay down the broader policies in sync with aspirations of the people they represent, 
it is the officers of the Indian Civil Services who are in-charge of actual implementation. 
The civil service system is indeed the backbone of the administrative machinery of the 
country. The officers, also known as bureaucrats, remain politically neutral and guarantee 
administrative continuity to the ruling party that has been democratically voted into power 
during elections.

There are two broad types of Civil Services – 

(a) Civil Services (Central Govt.) – 
Appointed by the Central Government, 
these officers serve the Government of 
India in various capacities across the 
country.  They are officially appointed 
by the President of India.The Union 
Public Service Commission (UPSC) is 
responsible for recruitment to the various 
Civil Services in the Government of India. UPSC conducts the Civil Services 
Examination (CSE), one of the toughest nationwide competitive examinations in 
India.

16
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(b) Civil Services (State Govt.) - Appointed by the State Government, these officers 
generally serve only in the particular state. They are officially appointed by the 
Governor of the State. Every State has a separate ‘Public Service Commission’ which 
is responsible for conducting competitive examinations to recruit new candidates 
into a particular State’s Civil Service. Eg: Tamil Nadu Public Service Commission 
(TNPSC); Rajasthan Public Service Commission (RPSC) etc.

In this chapter, we will study more about the Civil Services (Central Govt.) and the Civil 
Services Examination which is conducted every year by UPSC.

Civil Services (Central Govt.) can be further classified into following categories:

I. All India Civil Services
The officers in these services are recruited by the Centre, but are generally placed under 
various State cadres after being trained by the Centre. They are responsible to serve both the 
Centre and the State.

(i) Indian Administrative Service (IAS)

IAS is the administrative arm of the 
All India Services and is generally 
considered the most prestigious civil 
service of India. The new IAS recruits 
undergo intense training at the Lal 
Bahadur Shastri National Academy 
for Administration, Mussoorie, 
Uttarakhand apart from a ‘Bharat 
Darshan’ wherein they visit a few states 
to learn how the administration functions in different parts of the country.
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IAS officers handle various administrative affairs of the government. Their key roles  
include - 

• Handling affairs of the government, including 
framing and implementing policies.

• Consulting with various departments & elected 
representatives for the above functions.

• Management and disbursement of various public 
funds allocated for different schemes.

• Supervising implementation of various schemes 
and policies of the government.

• Responding to emergencies such as natural disasters, major accidents and riots in 
their jurisdiction and coordinating relief activities.

At senior levels, IAS officers are posted at the Secretarial level of the Central / State government 
to deal with policy review, formulation and implementation for different ministries.They 
also get posted to PSU cadres on deputation and become part of the higher management of 
various Public Sector Undertakings such as power distribution companies, industrial units 
etc.Many IAS officers are also deputed to international bodies such as the United Nations 
and may represent the government in another country or in international forums. Senior 
IAS officers can even sign agreements on behalf of the government.

(ii) Indian Police Service (IPS)

IPS officers look after public safety and 
security, which includes prevention 
of crime and its detection, accident 
prevention, traffic control and 
management etc. The IPS is not a law 
enforcement agency, but all senior level 
police officers belong to IPS, irrespective 
of their agency of work. 

Apart from the usual eligibility criteria, 
which are the same for other services, IPS officers need to clear special physical tests as well. 
The training of IPS officer recruits is conducted at Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National Police 
Academy in Hyderabad.
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Where do they work? Apart from State & 
Union Territories Police, an IPS officer can also 
serve in security and intelligence based national 
organisations such as the Central Reserve Police 
Force (CRPF), Central Bureau of Investigation 
(CBI), Border Security Force (BSF), Research 
and Analysis Wing (RAW), Intelligence Bureau 
(IB), Central Industrial Security Force (CISF) 
etc. They also get opportunities to work with 
international organisations such as the United Nations, Interpol, various embassies around 
the world etc.

(iii) Indian Forest Service (IFoS)

The Indian Forest Service (IFoS) is one of the three All India Services of the Government of 
India, other two being – IAS & IPS. 

The main mandate of IFoS is the implementation of the National Forest Policy in order 
to ensure the ecological stability of the country through the protection and participatory 
sustainable management of natural resources. Efficiently managing forests is extremely 
important for the country considering that India’s forest cover is estimated at about 8.07 
lakh sq kilometres, i.e. approximately 25% of the 
country’s total area of 32.8 lakh sq kilometers.

An IFoS officer is wholly independent of the district 
administration and exercises administrative, 
judicial and financial powers in his own domain.  
All top positions in the state forest department are 
held by IFoS officers. 

The newly recruited IFoS officers are generally 
trained at the Indira Gandhi National Forest 
Academy, Dehradun, Uttarakhand. Their services are then placed under various cadres at 
both the State and Central govt level.

Note: India launched its National Forest Policy in 1988. This led to a programme named 
Joint Forest Management, which proposed that specific villages in association with the forest 
department will manage specific forest blocks. The draft of a new National Forest Policy was 
proposed by the government in 2018, which is currently under discussion.
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II. Central Civil Services (Group A)
The Central Civil Services is directly concerned with the administration and permanent 
bureaucracy of the Government of India. Following are some of the key Group A Central 
Civil Services.

Indian Foreign Service  IFS Projects India’s interests, both at home and abroad 
on a wide variety of issues including bilateral, 
political and economic cooperation, trade and 
investment promotion, cultural interaction, 
press and media liaison as well as a whole host 
of multilateral issues. IFS officers also represent 
India in its Embassies, Consulates, and Permanent 
Missions to multilateral organisations like UN.                                                                                          
Refer ‘Embassy vs Consulate – Spot the 
differences’

Indian Revenue Service  IRS Responsible for collecting and administering direct 
and indirect taxes accruing to the Government of 
India. It comprises of two branches, IRS (Income 
Tax) and IRS (Customs and Indirect Taxes)

  The duties of the IRS (IT) include providing tax 
assistance to taxpayers, pursuing and resolving 
instances of erroneous or fraudulent tax filings, 
and formulating and enforcing policy concerning 
Income Tax in India. The duties of the IRS (C&IT)
include formulation and enforcement of policy 
concerning the Goods and Services Tax (GST), 
prevention of smuggling and administration of 
matters related to Customs and Narcotics.

Indian Trade Service  ITS Formulates policies in the area of International 
trade & implements them. Also, in-charge of 
export promotion through various initiatives. Also 
involved in International trade negotiations (World 
Trade Organization, Free Trade Agreements, Special 
Economic zones) and commercial diplomacy.
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Indian Corporate  ICLS Primarily responsible for regulating the corporate
Law Service    sector in India – Implementation of the Companies 

Act. The overall mandate is to empower and regulate 
the corporate sector for the country and protect the 
rights of the investors, particularly small investors.

Indian Information  IIS As ‘Media managers’ of the Government of India,
Service  they typically work under the Ministry of 

Information and Broadcasting such as DD News, 
All India Radio, Press Information Bureau, 
Directorate of Advertising & Visual Publicity 
(DAVP) etc. During their tenure in Press 
Information Bureau, they are posted with various 
Ministries as spokespersons to handle the Ministry’s 
information and communication needs and help 
in policy formulation.

Indian Defence  IDES Responsible for civil administration and defence
Estates Service  land management. The Defence ministry 

is the country’s largest landowner with 
17.3 lakh acres of land under its control. 
Also, in-charge of the 62 cantonments in 
India occupying an area of ~ 2 lakh acres.

Indian Ordnance  IOFS Responsible for the management of the Indian
Factories Service   Ordnance Factories (41 of them spread across the 

country), which represent the defence production 
capabilities of India

Indian Postal Service  IPoS Responsible for managing the extensive postal 
network of the country (1.55 lakh post offices 
organized under 22 Postal Circles)
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Indian Railway  IRPS Manages the Human Resources of the Indian
Personnel Service   Railways and welfare of railway employees and 

their families. Railways has a work force of about 
1.4 million employees

Indian Railway  IRTS Responsible for administering the entire railway
Traffic Service    transport network (passenger & freight) in the 

country. Split into two main branches – Commercial 
and Operations

Indian P&T Accounts and Finance Service  (IP&TAFS); Indian Audit and Accounts 
Service (IA&AS); Indian Civil Accounts Service (ICAS); Indian Defence Accounts 
Service (IDAS); Indian Railway Accounts Service (IRAS)  -  All these services are 
responsible for maintaining Accounts & Audit of - Union and State governments, Public 
sector organizations, Railways, Defence, Postal & Communication departments etc.

Note: In order to bring greater efficiency, the Indian government has very recently 
(January 2020) decided to merge some of the afore mentioned railway related posts into 
one integrated Indian Railway Management Service (IRMS).

III. Central Civil Services (Group B)
All India Civil Services and Group `A’ posts carry higher administrative and executive 
responsibilities and include senior management positions in the ministries/departments 
and field organisations. The middle and junior levels of Group `A’ along with Group `B’ 
typically constitute the middle management. Group B services primarily comprise the Union 
Territory Civil Services and Armed Forces Headquarters Civil Service.

Union Territory Civil Services - Officers of the service are responsible for the diverse 
administrative functions of the National Capital Territory of Delhi and the Union territories 
– Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Lakshwadeep, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, & Daman and Diu.

Armed Forces Headquarters Civil Services – Officers of the service are responsible for 
providing civilian staff, secretarial, and other support services to the headquarters of Indian 
Armed Forces and Inter-Services Organizations (ISOs) under the Ministry of Defence.
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Joining the Civil Services (Central Govt)  
As mentioned earlier, the UPSC conducts the Civil Services Examination (CSE) every year 
to identify candidates who then join various Civil Services based on their final rank in the 
merit list. CSE is a fairly tough examination since it is highly competitive with over 500,000 
candidates vying for about 1,000 vacancies (i.e. only 1 in 500 is finally selected). The exam 
pattern is also quite complicated and a typical examination cycle lasts for almost a year, with 
a three-stage process

 Stage I – Preliminary Exam (Prelims)

 Stage II – Mains Exam (Mains)

  Stage III – Personality Test (Interview)

Stage I – Preliminary Exam

The preliminary examination intends to focus on analytical abilities and understanding 
rather than the ability to memorize. The pattern includes two papers of two hours duration 
each. Both papers have multiple choice objective type questions focusing on various topics 
as outlined below:

 • Paper I tests the candidate’s knowledge on current events, history of India and 
Indian national movement, Indian and world geography, Indian polity, panchayati 
raj system and governance, economic and social development, environmental 
ecology, biodiversity, climate change and general science, art and culture. 

 • Paper II (also called CSAT or Civil Services Aptitude Test), tests the candidate’s 
skills in comprehension, Interpersonal skills, communication, logical reasoning, 
analytical ability, decision making, problem solving, basic numeracy, data 
interpretation, English language, comprehension skills and mental ability. 

Preliminary examinations are held in June every year and the results are announced in the 
month of August. Of the 500,000 candidates who write the Preliminary exam, approximately 
15,000 are selected to appear for the next stage, i.e. the Mains exam.

TRY THIS
Here is the link to the Civil Services (Preliminary) Examination, 2019 | General Studies 
– Paper I & Paper II. Open the link and try to answer a few questions. You will definitely 
be able to answer some of them. Boost your confidence!
https://www.upsc.gov.in/sites/default/files/csp-p1.pdf
https://www.upsc.gov.in/sites/default/files/csp-p2.pdf
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Stage II – Mains Exam

The UPSC exam pattern for the Mains stage consists of 9 papers. Unlike, the Preliminary 
stage, all the 9 papers here consist of descriptive answer type questions. Papers A & B are on 
any one Indian language and English respectively. The details of the remaining 7 papers in 
UPSC Mains Exam are given below:

Paper Subjects | Mains | Stage II

Paper 1 Essay Writing

Paper 2 General Studies I - Indian Heritage and Culture; History and Geography 
of the World; Society

Paper 3 General Studies II – Governance; Constitution; Polity; Social Justice; 
International relations

Paper 4 General Studies III – Technology; Economic Development; Bio-
diversity; Environment; Security and Disaster Management

Paper 5 General Studies IV – Ethics; Integrity; Aptitude

Paper 6 & 7  Any two of the following subjects - Agriculture, Animal Husbandry & 
Veterinary Science, Anthropology, Botany, Chemistry, Civil Engineering, 
Commerce and Accountancy, Economics, Electrical Engineering, 
Geography, Geology, History, Law, Management, Mathematics, 
Mechanical Engineering, Medical Science, Philosophy, Physics, Political 
Science & International Relations, Psychology, Public Administration, 
Sociology, Statistics, Zoology

Mains Exams are held in October every year and the results are announced in the month of 
January. Of the 15,000 who appear for the Mains exam, only 2,500 are selected for the final 
stage, i.e. Personality Test (Interview)

Stage III – Personality Test (Interview)

This stage consists of an interview by the UPSC board to assess the candidates’ suitability 
for a civil services career and associated responsibilities. The board comprises of competent 
observers who judge the candidate’s mental and social traits by asking questions of general 
interest. Some of the qualities that the board looks for include mental alertness, critical 
powers of assimilation, clear and logical exposition, a balance of judgement, variety and 
depth of interest, ability for social cohesion and leadership, intellectual and moral integrity.
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The interviews are typically held in the month of March. The final results are usually 
announced in May. The training program for the selected candidates usually commences 
the following September.

Of the 2,500 who appear for the interview stage, approximately 1,000 are chosen based on 
the final number of vacancies available. Of the 1,000 around 180 are chosen as IAS; 150 as 
IPS; 30 as IFS and remaining for Group A & B services. 

It is to be noted that despite being a very tough examination, hardworking candidates from 
diverse backgrounds are able to successfully clear the UPSC exams. Here is an interesting 
story of Sivaguru Prabakaran, who on his fourth attempt, finally became an IAS officer in 
2018.

Dream big, work hard and make it happen!
Sivaguru Prabakaran had dreamt of joining the civil services since 2004. But with his 
father being an alcoholic and his mother and sister struggling to get through the day 
selling coconut fronds, becoming an IAS 
officer was a distant dream.

Prabakaran, the young man from 
Melaottankadu village in Thanjavur district 
of Tamil Nadu, was forced to temporarily 
give up engineering after class XII to support 
his family. But he worked as a sawmill 
operator, managed his younger brother’s 
education, got his older sister married and 
returned to complete his education.

Later, pursuing Civil engineering at a Government institute in Vellore, Prabakaran would 
attend college in Vellore on weekdays, work part-time at a mobile recharge outlet and travel 
to Chennai over the weekend for UPSC exam coaching. Often with no place to live there, 
he would sleep at the railway station. He cracked the UPSC civil services examination in 
2017 and secured the 101st rank among the 990 who made the cut.
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Embassy vs Consulate – Spot the differences
An embassy represents the Government of one country to the Government of another 
country. A consulate represents the Government of a country outside its territory in 
pretty much any way other than that.

Essentially, embassies are mechanisms that allow 
national governments to form relationships 
with each other. An embassy can, and typically 
does, also perform all the functions of a 
consulate. But its core role, is to negotiate and 
interact with the host government.

Meanwhile a consulate serves lots of functions. 
A consulate can represent a government to the 
general population of its host country, or to 
the business community of its host country. 
A consulate can issue visas to citizens of its 
host country for travel to its own territory. A 
consulate can assist its citizens living abroad 
with any business they have with their 
government (getting new passports or other 
documents, paying taxes, voting, etc). It can 
assist its country’s businesses trying to do 
business in the host country. A consulate can 
even help defend its citizens in the courts of its 
host country.

There is normally only one embassy in a country, because that country only has one 
government for the embassy to interact with. Meanwhile, because the mission of a 
consulate involves interacting with a wide variety of people in general, there may be 
a need for a consulate wherever there are enough people. If the host country is large 
enough, a country will establish multiple consulates in that host country. 

For example, US has its Embassy only in New Delhi but has Consulates in Mumbai, 
Kolkata, Hyderabad and Chennai. It also has a virtual Consulate in Bengaluru. Similarly, 
India has its Embassy only in Washington, DC but has Consulates in 5 other major US 
cities – New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Houston & Atlanta.

Embassy of India, Hanoi, Vietnam

Indian Consulate, Atlanta, USA
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Did you know?
UPSC also conducts the Indian Engineering 
Services (IES) exams to select IES officers who 
cater to the technical and managerial functions of 
the government of India in the field of engineering. 
The examination process is very similar to the Civil 
Services Exam, and comprises of three stages - Prelims, 
Mains & Personality test.

Opportunities exist for bright young minds across - Civil Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Electronics & Communication Engineering.

Let’s do these exercises

a.    Fill in the blanks :
 1. _________________is responsible for recruitment to the various Civil services  

(Central govt)

 2. The Civil Services under the Central Government are further classified  
into___________ and ______________ and ______________________

 3. The two branches of the Indian Revenue Services are __________&________ 
__________

 4. Indian Information Service works under the ministry of _________________

 5. The selected candidates of UPSC examinations are officially appointed by the  
__________________

 6. Central Civil Services (Group B) comprises of __________________ &  ____ 
______________

 7. The current Minister of External affairs of India is ____________________

 8. Apart from the usual eligibility criteria, __________ officers need to clear special  
physical tests as well.
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b.   Match the following

1. IRS  Manages the Human Resources of the Indian Railway employees and  
   their families

2. IDES  Administering the entire railway transport network in the country

3. IRTS  Extending consular facilities to foreigners and Indian nationals abroad

4. IRPS  Responsible for collecting and administering direct and indirect taxes

5. IOFS  Non Resident Indian

6. IFS  Management of the Indian Ordi nance Factories

7. NRI  Responsible for civil administration and defence land management

c.   Fill in the empty circles with corresponding Group A Central Civil Services and  
 expand the abbreviation in the blanks provided.

IRAS 

ICLS    

ICAS 

Central 
Civil 

Services 
(GROUP A) 

IDES    

IRPS 

 
        IRS 
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d.   Answer the following in brief :

 1. Why is the Civil Service System considered as the backbone of the administrative 
machinery of our country?

 2. How do the IAS officers handle the government affairs?

 3. What are the responsibilities of IPS officers?

 4. How do IFS officers protect the nation’s interest in foreign land?

 5. What is the difference between an Embassy and Consulate? 

 6. Briefly describe the roles of ITS, ICLS & IIS officers

 7. Discuss the three-stage process of the Central Government Civil Service 
examination.

 8. Mention some qualities that are required in a civil service aspirant.

 9. What do you infer from the case study of Sivaguru Prabakaran?

 10. Is joining the Civil Services of India, a good career option for bright young 
minds? Why?
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